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  1                  P R O C E E D I N G S

  2            MR. LARSEN:  Well, I will call the

  3   meeting to order so that we can do the election

  4   of officers prior to the meeting; and I will open

  5   the nomination process.  And in asking if someone

  6   has a nomination for chair, I have a nomination

  7   for chair.  That would be Randy Gilmore.  I think

  8   that happened to me last year.  Is there a

  9   second?

 10            MR. HACKER:  I'll second.

 11            MR. LARSEN:  Okay.  Does anyone move

 12   that the nominations be closed yet?

 13            MR. FARABEE:  So moved.

 14            MR. LARSEN:  I'd second it.  All right.

 15   All in favor of Randy Gilmore as chairman for

 16   next year, please signify by saying aye.

 17               (All Members respond aye.)

 18            MR. LARSEN:  Opposed?

 19                     (No response.)

 20            MR. LARSEN:  Excellent.  I will look

 21   forward to passing on the information to him.

 22            MR. FARABEE:  Is he aware that he will

 23   be nominated?

 24            MR. LARSEN:  I told him at Bible study

 25   that this was going to happen.  He didn't believe
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  1   me because he was the one that was supposed to

  2   work with Ron -- elect Ron last year.

  3            MR. HACKER:  And you see he didn't.

  4   Made me vice chair.

  5            MR. FARABEE:  That's how you got elected

  6   last time.  Do we need a vice chair too?

  7            MR. LARSEN:  Oh, we need a vice chair

  8   too.  Thank you.  Well, I will nominate Ron

  9   Hacker as vice chair.

 10            MR. FARABEE:  Second.

 11            MR. CLAWSON:  Second.

 12            DR. PARKER:  Move to close the

 13   elections.

 14            MR. LARSEN:  I'd second.

 15            All in favor of Ron as vice chair

 16   signify by saying aye.

 17               (All Members respond aye.)

 18            MR. LARSEN:  So I guess that means that

 19   you now get to read this.  So blame Ron for the

 20   10-minute thing on the meeting as opposed to me.

 21            MS. WERKING:  The secretary.

 22            MR. LARSEN:  What does the secretary do?

 23            MS. WERKING:  Joel Evans signs the

 24   orders for the final decisions and mails the --

 25   it was Dan Pennick.  You guys have typically used
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  1   the Planning Director.  They sign the

  2   notifications on the -- on the orders from --

  3            MR. LARSEN:  Okay.  Does someone have a

  4   nomination for secretary?  Who is it we're

  5   electing?

  6            MS. WERKING:  Joel Evans is the

  7   director.

  8            MR. HACKER:  I nominate Joel Evans.

  9            MR. LARSEN:  Good choice.  I second

 10   that.

 11            MR. FARABEE:  I never thought of that.

 12            MR. LARSEN:  All in favor signify by

 13   saying aye.

 14               (All Members respond aye.)

 15            MR. LARSEN:  Okay.

 16            MS. REYNOLDS:  Mr. Larsen, Sally just

 17   called.  I can get her on the phone now, if you

 18   like.

 19            MR. LARSEN:  Okay.

 20          (Sally Rhoad is appearing by phone.)

 21            MS. RHOAD:  Hello, everybody.

 22            MR. LARSEN:  Then our new chairman will

 23   be taking over the meeting and --

 24            MR. HACKER:  Well, it's the vice

 25   chairman because our new chairman was elected
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  1   just before you got on the phone; and that's

  2   Randy Gilmore, but he's not here today.  So I get

  3   the honor to inform everybody about the way our

  4   meeting operates.

  5            And the meeting has been called to

  6   order.  The Board Members who will hear the case

  7   today include Scott Parker, Mike Clawson, Jack

  8   Braden, Ben Farabee, Charlie Larsen, and myself,

  9   Ron Hacker.

 10            Our Staff members present are Jenny

 11   Werking.  Dennis -- or Sally Rhoad is our

 12   attorney who's on the telephone.

 13            MS. RHOAD:  Yes.

 14            MR. HACKER:  Okay.  Our case rulings

 15   from this and any BZA meeting are available for

 16   public review and inspection during normal

 17   business hours at the Town Hall.  At this time

 18   I'd like to explain to the public the workings of

 19   the BZA.

 20            The Board of Zoning Appeals is a quasi-

 21   judicial body established to interpret and grant

 22   relief from zoning ordinances.  The Board of

 23   Zoning Appeals has jurisdiction over three types

 24   of cases:  Appeals, Variances, and Special

 25   Exceptions.
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  1            Appeals are heard regarding

  2   administrative actions or decisions by the Zoning

  3   Administrator or Staff.

  4            Variances may be granted when strict

  5   application of the Zoning Ordinance would cause

  6   an unnecessary hardship.  This Board's actions

  7   must be based on specific standards as contained

  8   in the South Carolina Local Government Planning &

  9   Enabling Act of 1994 and the Town of Kiawah

 10   Island Zoning Ordinance.

 11            Special Exceptions allow the Board to

 12   permit uses of -- if certain conditions as

 13   contained in the Zoning Ordinance are met.

 14            A simple majority vote of the quorum

 15   present is required to grant a Variance or to

 16   overturn the decision of the Zoning Administrator

 17   in an appeal or to grant a Special Exception.

 18            Because today's hearing is a public

 19   fact-finding meeting, we are in compliance with

 20   the Freedom of Information Act and South Carolina

 21   Code 6-29-70.  15 days prior to this hearing, an

 22   announcement was printed in the Post & Courier; a

 23   sign was posted on or near the designated

 24   property; and a notice was mailed to the

 25   applicant or representative to -- and also to
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  1   residents within 300 feet of the application and

  2   to parties of interest.

  3            Persons, organizations, and news media

  4   that have requested declaration of our meeting

  5   have also been notified.  The Freedom of

  6   Information Act does not require notification of

  7   anyone other than the applicant and parties of

  8   interest.

  9            Our purpose today is for interested

 10   parties to be heard in order to assist the Board

 11   in gathering evidence pertinent to each case.  If

 12   the members of the BZA feel the need for further

 13   information to clarify a case, the Board has the

 14   authority to subpoena witnesses.

 15            In addition to your testimony, our Board

 16   has been presented written information submitted

 17   to the Staff by the applicant or their agent for

 18   each case.  This information is now considered to

 19   be evidence and is entered into the permanent

 20   record of this body.  It is assumed that it is

 21   complete, true, and accurate.

 22            Also we have been presented data

 23   assembled by the Staff for the purpose of

 24   clarifying the location and the effect of

 25   surrounding property.  Our Board is empowered to
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  1   approve, approve with conditions, or to deny your

  2   request.  We are also authorized to defer a case

  3   should there be a need to obtain additional

  4   information.

  5            If an applicant's request is approved

  6   for a Special Exception, a Variance, or an appeal

  7   of a decision by the Zoning Administrator, they

  8   must go to the Town of Kiawah Island to apply for

  9   permits.  Variances and Special Exceptions

 10   granted by the BZA are valid for 12 months after

 11   this meeting.

 12            However, if an applicant's request is

 13   disapproved and they wish to appeal the decision,

 14   the Board -- this Board considering this case --

 15   appeal the decision of this Board considering

 16   this case, appeals must be addressed by -- to the

 17   Circuit Court.  South Carolina Code 6-29-820

 18   states that the appeal must be filed by the

 19   applicant within 30 days after this -- the

 20   decision of the Board is mailed to them.  Failure

 21   to file an appeal within the time limit deprives

 22   the Court of the jurisdiction to hear the matter.

 23            Because it is a quasi-judicial body,

 24   everything said in this meeting must be complete,

 25   true, and accurate.  All of the information
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  1   provided by the BZA is considered evidence, and

  2   this Board may certify contempt of Circuit Court

  3   if false statements are made either in writing or

  4   orally.

  5            Because of this, each person who wishes

  6   to address the Board will be sworn in.  In order

  7   to expedite the procedure, those wishing to speak

  8   will please stand right now as a group; and Sally

  9   Rhoad, our lawyer, will administer the oath.

 10            MS. RHOAD:  I assume everyone is

 11   standing.

 12          (Ms. Rhoad swears in all speakers.)

 13            MR. HACKER:  Okay.  They've all been

 14   sworn in.  Thank you, Sally.

 15            MS. RHOAD:  Okay.  Thank you.

 16            MR. HACKER:  I shall now call Case

 17   BZAV-2-16-23350 at 54 Surfwatch Drive.  Staff

 18   will present facts pertinent to the case.  I

 19   shall then call the applicant to address the

 20   case.  The applicant then shall please stand and

 21   state their name and current address for the

 22   record before presenting testimony.

 23            I will then ask for all those speaking

 24   either in support or against the case, and then

 25   they shall follow with the same procedure for
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  1   identifying themselves; and they're limited for

  2   two minutes each, and the applicant will have two

  3   minutes for rebuttal.

  4            At this time we'll call upon the Staff.

  5   Thank you.

  6            MS. WERKING:  Thank you.

  7            The applicant, Kevan Hoertdoerfer, is

  8   representing the property owner, Richard Ennis,

  9   requesting a Variance for the reduction of the

 10   required 30-foot rear yard setback lagoon for

 11   approximately 345 square feet encroachment for a

 12   proposed hot tub, steps, and deck addition/

 13   reconfiguration of the existing nonconforming

 14   rear deck at 54 Surfwatch Drive, TMS No.

 15   207-07-00-044.

 16            Per Charleston County records, the

 17   residence was originally constructed in 1978,

 18   demolished in 2006, and rebuilt in the same

 19   footprint in 2006.  Since the residence was built

 20   in the same footprint, no variances were

 21   required.

 22            Mr. Ennis purchased the property in

 23   2011.  The subject property and surrounding

 24   properties are located in the R1 Residential

 25   Zoning District within the Developed Lands of
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  1   Kiawah Island.  The subject property is bordered

  2   by a lagoon to the east.

  3            The Town of Kiawah Island Land Use

  4   Planning & Zoning Ordinance requires a 25-foot

  5   front yard setback, a 30-foot side yard setback

  6   lagoon, and a 30-foot rear yard setback lagoon

  7   with a allowed maximum lot coverage of 33

  8   percent.  The existing lot coverage is 31.8

  9   percent, and the applicant proposes to increase

 10   the lot coverage to 33 percent.  The subject

 11   property is 14,337.6 square feet or 0.33 acres in

 12   size.

 13            The applicant's Letter of Intent

 14   explains, quote, our proposed home improvement

 15   and Variance request is to increase the size of

 16   the outdoor deck space in back of the house, end

 17   quote.

 18            The Kiawah Island Architectural Review

 19   Board, KIARB, indicates, quote, the setback

 20   Variance for the deck extension and the spa and

 21   the setback is approved given the unusual lot

 22   configuration and adjustments to limit the impact

 23   on neighboring properties.

 24            A site visit was conducted on March 3,

 25   2016, at which time the following determinations
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  1   were made regarding the Approval Criteria for

  2   Variances as stated in Chapter 12 of the Town of

  3   Kiawah Island Land Use Planning and Zoning

  4   Ordinance, Article II, Division 5, Section

  5   12-163.(4).

  6            Staff findings:  The BZA may grant a

  7   Variance only if exceptional circumstances exist

  8   and where practical difficulty or unnecessary

  9   hardship is so substantial, serious, and

 10   compelling that relaxation of the general

 11   restrictions ought to be granted.  No Variance

 12   shall be granted unless the applicant shall show

 13   and the BZA shall find that:

 14            Section 12.1634.(a):  There are

 15   extraordinary and exceptional conditions

 16   pertaining to the particular piece of property.

 17            Staff's response:  There may be

 18   extraordinary and exceptional conditions

 19   pertaining to the property due to the narrow,

 20   irregular shape of the lot, the required 30-foot

 21   side and rear yard setbacks from the property

 22   line adjacent to the lagoon, and legal

 23   nonconforming status of the existing deck that

 24   encroaches into the required setback.

 25            The existing footprint was established
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  1   in 1978 per Charleston County records.  In

  2   addition, the applicant's Letter of Intent

  3   contends, quote, the house is built on an

  4   irregular lot which limits lot coverage to below

  5   33 percent due to the required setbacks.  With

  6   the proposed deck extension, lot coverage will

  7   increase to the permitted 33 percent.  However,

  8   due to the shape of the lot, a Variance is

  9   necessary for any work to be done on the

 10   property, end quote.

 11            Criteria B:  These conditions do not

 12   generally apply to other property in the

 13   vicinity.

 14            Staff's response:  These conditions may

 15   not generally apply to other properties in the

 16   vicinity.  Existing structures in the vicinity

 17   may or may not have similar encroachments based

 18   on current setback standards, and properties in

 19   the vicinity are square or rectangle in shape.

 20            Criteria C:  Because of these

 21   conditions, the application of this Ordinance to

 22   the particular piece of property would

 23   effectively prohibit or unreasonably restrict the

 24   utilization of the property.

 25            Staff's response:  The application of
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  1   this Ordinance to 54 Surfwatch Drive would

  2   prohibit the reconfiguration of the deck because

  3   the entire deck is located within the 30-foot

  4   lagoon setback.  However, it does not

  5   unreasonably restrict the utilization of the

  6   property.

  7            Criteria D:  The authorization of a

  8   Variance will not be of substantial detriment to

  9   adjacent property or to the public good, and the

 10   character of the Zoning District will not be

 11   harmed by the granting of the Variance.

 12            Staff's response:  The authorization of

 13   this Variance may not be of substantial detriment

 14   to the adjacent properties or to the public good.

 15   The applicant's Letter of Intent contends, in

 16   quote, the requested Variance for the deck

 17   extension and hot tub will not in any way

 18   negatively impact the natural beauty of the lot.

 19   The extension is not visible from the street and

 20   will only be visible to one neighboring house.

 21   Appropriate landscaping will be completed to

 22   ensure that the extension fits within the

 23   surroundings as well as the current house, end

 24   quote.

 25            Therefore, the character of the Variance
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  1   may not harm the character of the R1 Zoning

  2   District.  Therefore, the granting of this

  3   Variance may not harm the character of the R1

  4   Zoning District.

  5            Criteria E:  The Board of Zoning Appeals

  6   shall not grant a Variance the effect of which

  7   would be to allow the establishment of a use not

  8   otherwise permitted in a Zoning District, to

  9   extend physically a nonconforming use of land, or

 10   to change the Zoning District boundaries shown on

 11   the official zoning map.

 12            Staff's response:  Granting of this

 13   Variance would not allow the establishment of a

 14   use not otherwise permitted in the Zoning

 15   District, extend physically a nonconforming use

 16   of land, or change the Zoning District

 17   boundaries.

 18            Criteria F:  The fact that property may

 19   be utilized more profitably should a Variance be

 20   granted may not be considered grounds for a

 21   Variance.

 22            Staff's Response:  The BZA may not

 23   consider profitability when considering this

 24   Variance request.

 25            Criteria G:  The need for the Variance
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  1   shall not be the result of the applicant's own

  2   actions.

  3            Staff's response:  The need for the

  4   Variance may be the result of the applicant's own

  5   actions.  Since the existing rear deck is a

  6   nonconforming structure, the existing footprint

  7   could be maintained without the need for a

  8   Variance.

  9            Criteria H:  Granting the Variance will

 10   not be contrary to the public or neighborhood

 11   interests nor will not adversely affect other

 12   property in the vicinity, nor interfere with the

 13   harmony, spirit, intent, and purpose of these

 14   regulations.

 15            Staff's response:  Granting of this

 16   Variance may not be contrary to the public or

 17   neighborhood interests, may not adversely affect

 18   other property in the vicinity, nor interfere

 19   with the harmony, spirit, intent, and purpose of

 20   these regulations.  On December 6, 2015, the

 21   KIARB approved the Variance, in quote, given the

 22   unusual lot configuration and adjustments to

 23   limit the impact on neighboring properties, end

 24   quote.

 25            Criteria I:  Granting of the Variance
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  1   does not substantially conflict with the

  2   Comprehensive Plan or the purposes of this

  3   Ordinance.

  4            Staff's response:  Granting of this

  5   Variance may not substantially conflict with the

  6   Comprehensive Plan or the purposes of the

  7   Ordinance because the request does not exceed the

  8   allowed maximum lot coverage of 33 percent.

  9            The BZA action:  The Board of Zoning

 10   Appeals may approve, approve with conditions, or

 11   deny the case based on the BZA's finding of fact

 12   unless additional information is deemed necessary

 13   to make an informed decision.

 14            And like Charlie mentioned earlier, we

 15   did receive an email today; and it was basically

 16   an email in opposition.  So I don't see that

 17   person here present, but Miss Ledher.

 18            MR. LARSEN:  Diane Ledher.

 19            MS. WERKING:  Ledher at 306 Palm

 20   Warbler.

 21            MR. LARSEN:  And is Palm -- anybody know

 22   where it is?  If it's close to Surfwatch?

 23            DR. PARKER:  Yeah.  It's directly across

 24   the back of that property.

 25            MR. LARSEN:  Oh, it is.
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  1            DR. PARKER:  I went out there actually

  2   this afternoon and went and looked at that from

  3   across on Palm Warbler.  You can't see that house

  4   at all.

  5            I then walked that part that's on the

  6   golf course there.  You can't see that house from

  7   the golf course anywhere.  The only house that

  8   you can see -- you can see this property from is

  9   from 65 Surfwatch in which it's the back side of

 10   the garage and the blind side of the house that's

 11   already screened by very heavy foliage.

 12            MR. LARSEN:  Our newest member is

 13   already making the chairman look bad.

 14            MR. FARABEE:  But Diane's letter doesn't

 15   proclaim to be -- in fact, her -- it was

 16   anyone --

 17            MR. LARSEN:  I was just curious if -- if

 18   it was someone without a dog in the fight was my

 19   only point.

 20            MR. HACKER:  I assume everyone else of

 21   interest has a copy of the Diane Ledher's letter

 22   so that we don't have to have it read into the

 23   minutes.

 24            MS. WERKING:  Right.

 25            MR. HACKER:  Okay.
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  1            MR. ENNIS:  Do we get a copy of that

  2   or --

  3            MS. WERKING:  It should be in that

  4   packet.

  5            MR. FARABEE:  Here, I don't need this

  6   copy.  Here, I have a copy.  (Indicating.)

  7            MR. ENNIS:  Thank you very much.

  8            MR. LARSEN:  There's a point on here I'd

  9   like to point out.  The last line that she --

 10   well, what she talks about, it says, if we are

 11   supposed do whatever the Staff says.

 12            MR. HACKER:  I think that I would rather

 13   have the questions for Staff first --

 14            MR. LARSEN:  Okay.

 15            MR. HACKER:  -- before we discuss the --

 16   the -- and also give anybody else interest and

 17   time to read through it.

 18            Any other questions of Jenny?

 19            MR. FARABEE:  I have a couple.

 20            MS. WERKING:  All right.

 21            MR. FARABEE:  I don't see anywhere in

 22   your -- in the Staff review where it says how

 23   many feet the proposed addition encroaches into

 24   the 30-foot setback.

 25            MS. WERKING:  Do y'all have that?  Do
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  1   you know that?

  2            MR. FARABEE:  It's in the -- in another

  3   letter I think we got from the architect but not

  4   your information, nor is there anything in there

  5   that says --

  6            MS. WERKING:  I think this was 15-foot.

  7            MR. FARABEE:  -- how the existing

  8   nonconforming structure sits into the setback.

  9            MS. WERKING:  Right.

 10            MR. FARABEE:  It's almost impossible to

 11   read these numbers on the side chart here, but it

 12   looks like when I went out there and looked; and

 13   the house is practically in the pond itself.

 14   It's 8, 9, 7-feet.  Something like that.  7 or 8

 15   feet.

 16            MR. LARSEN:  As you're standing at the

 17   pond looking, the left part that's already there

 18   is closer than the encroachment.

 19            MR. FARABEE:  Right.  The nonconforming

 20   part is already closer.  Right.  But -- and also

 21   do you -- do you have any information with regard

 22   to how much of the house and how much of the

 23   existing structure is in the setback in square

 24   feet?

 25            MS. WERKING:  No.  That was not
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  1   provided; but I do know that, yeah, that number,

  2   the 15-foot 7 inches, that's correct.  It scales

  3   out to be 15-foot.

  4            MR. LARSEN:  The second page, you can

  5   see the line going across.

  6            MR. FARABEE:  Yeah.  I saw the lines,

  7   but I'm just saying I don't have any -- I can't

  8   figure out what the square footage is, nor is

  9   there anyone to tell me once -- if this is

 10   approved, what the total amount of encroachment

 11   within the 30-foot would --

 12            MS. WERKING:  No.  I don't have that

 13   information.

 14            MR. FARABEE:  You don't have it at all?

 15            MS. WERKING:  Hu-huh, hu-huh.

 16            MR. HACKER:  I think that's going to be

 17   the questions that we would ask the -- the

 18   architect or --

 19            MR. FARABEE:  Is the architect here?

 20            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  (Indicating.)

 21            MR. FARABEE:  Okay.  I'll wait for that

 22   then.  Thank you.

 23            MR. HACKER:  Any other questions of

 24   Jenny?

 25                     (No response.)
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  1            MR. HACKER:  Okay.  Then I think that we

  2   should then, before we discuss this, have the

  3   property owner or representative speak.  Come up

  4   to the podium and state your name and address and

  5   explain yourself, and then we can ask you

  6   questions.

  7            MR. ENNIS:  Explain yourself.  So good

  8   afternoon.  Thanks, everybody.

  9            I know that several of you were out at

 10   the house this weekend and today.  I think I

 11   scared Mike when I was vacuuming my garage and

 12   popped the door open, and he was standing right

 13   there; but, nevertheless, I appreciate your time.

 14            MR. LARSEN:  One of your neighbors was

 15   very suspicious of me when I was looking around

 16   so --

 17            MR. ENNIS:  That might have been my

 18   daughter actually.

 19            So, you know, I think that the whole

 20   application is -- has been like a year-and-a-half

 21   in the works with the ARB to work on -- on

 22   creating an outdoor living space that we could

 23   utilize as part of the house without negatively

 24   impacting the island, our neighbors, any of those

 25   types of things.
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  1            And -- and the real reason we had to

  2   work on it was because of the shape of that lot.

  3   It's, as you know, when you've been out there,

  4   it's very shallow.  It does have a lagoon in the

  5   backyard and -- and the road in the front yard

  6   and -- and it sits -- it's impossible to do

  7   anything there without getting a Variance of some

  8   sort.

  9            The -- so we worked on -- on

 10   alternatives from kind of shrinking the size of

 11   the driveway and -- and then putting like a guest

 12   house out there with a fireplace and hot tub and

 13   that kind of stuff, which really was much more

 14   impactful than -- than just kind of a deck

 15   extension and -- and so we -- after we had done

 16   that alternative, we -- we started working on

 17   this one.

 18            And this is what we've come up with, and

 19   I think that it is -- it definitely improves the

 20   living space for us and the enjoyment of -- of

 21   Kiawah Island.  And I think that we've done a

 22   really nice job of minimizing any impact on the

 23   community, you know.  I think that to

 24   Dr. Parker's point, the only people that can see

 25   it are our neighbors and -- and they don't have
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  1   an issue with it.

  2            And the house is very secluded.  So if

  3   we go ahead with this, no one's really going to

  4   notice it from the road or from any of their

  5   houses.

  6            Did I use my full two minutes?

  7            MR. HACKER:  We'll give you the leeway

  8   there.

  9            MR. ENNIS:  Okay.  But I'm sure there

 10   will be questions, and Kevan can kind of talk

 11   about the architecture.

 12            MR. FARABEE:  Can I ask a question?

 13   Since you brought it up, why did you reject

 14   putting the hot tub on the existing deck?

 15            MR. ENNIS:  So it just -- there isn't

 16   enough room.  Like it actually -- hot tub right

 17   now, the way that it's built, goes right over top

 18   of the existing stairs; and then we move the

 19   stairs to kind of closer to the walkway itself.

 20            MR. LARSEN:  Well, following up on Ben's

 21   question, if you just took where the line of the

 22   house, the stairs, and went straight to the end

 23   of the house, wouldn't you have enough room for a

 24   hot tub there without the additional -- I don't

 25   know.  8 feet or so?  I can't tell how much that
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  1   line is there.  (Indicating.)

  2            MR. ENNIS:  So from the stairs it goes

  3   up 4 feet.  If we came in 4 feet from that,

  4   the -- you essentially would have two decks.  The

  5   one --

  6            MR. LARSEN:  I'm saying you take it all

  7   up to that level.  The level on -- on the -- on

  8   this part of your house, isn't that the same as

  9   the level here?  (Indicating.)

 10            I'm saying you take this line straight

 11   across here from the house where the stairs are,

 12   wouldn't you have enough room there for the hot

 13   tub?  (Indicating.)  With -- without the -- what

 14   I'm trying to do is to bring the line straight

 15   across so that you don't need that extra 100 and

 16   whatever feet that might be.

 17            MR. ENNIS:  So -- so right now -- can I

 18   draw on it for a second?

 19            MR. LARSEN:  Sure.

 20            MR. ENNIS:  The hot tub itself goes

 21   right here.  (Indicating.)  So if I move that

 22   into here, you essentially make it two decks,

 23   make it here and here.  (Indicating.)

 24            MR. LARSEN:  Oh, I see what you're

 25   saying, because you couldn't get by.
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  1            MR. ENNIS:  So that's why I did start

  2   the hot tub right over the top of the deck or

  3   right over the top of the stairs, but it still

  4   has to throw it over to fit it all in.

  5            DR. PARKER:  If I look at A105 here, it

  6   looks to me like it's not just a hot tub; but you

  7   also want to do an outdoor kitchen fireplace

  8   sitting area.

  9            MR. ENNIS:  Yes.  Just the grill is

 10   going to be out there, and there will be a

 11   fireplace as well.

 12            DR. PARKER:  Okay.

 13            MR. HACKER:  I think one of the things

 14   that we are looking around here is that usually

 15   we have Variances are granted that are a small

 16   portion because something's angular, the

 17   property's a funny shape.  So we need another 75

 18   square feet or 50 square feet.

 19            This, you know, 345 square feet, it's

 20   bigger than -- it's a 25 by 14 room.  I mean,

 21   this is a big addition that you're putting on out

 22   here and asking for the whole thing to be a

 23   Variance.  That -- that's, I think, the very

 24   burdensome problem here.

 25            MR. ENNIS:  So actually I don't think
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  1   the whole thing is a Variance; right?  It's only

  2   from -- there's 11.6 feet of it that is further

  3   from the setback; is that right?

  4            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Well, the square

  5   footage you're talking about is.  That's what

  6   we're requesting, you know, the total footprint

  7   that we're changing is part of that; but part of

  8   that is tearing off part of the existing deck,

  9   part of the existing stair.

 10            MR. HACKER:  Do you have a -- do you

 11   speak -- I would like to know what part you're

 12   giving back so that it's not 345 'cause that's

 13   usually --

 14            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Do I need to stand at

 15   the --

 16            MR. HACKER:  Give your name.

 17            MR. FARABEE:  I don't know what you

 18   you're referring to; but I don't think that's in

 19   the plan, is it?  Isn't that information that we

 20   received?  What you just said?  Well, go ahead

 21   and say it again.

 22            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  My name is Kevan

 23   Hoertdoerfer, architect for the owner.  And I'm

 24   happy to answer questions, happy to talk briefly

 25   about what you've been presented, which might
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  1   shed some clarity.

  2            MR. HACKER:  Okay.  I was just talking

  3   about the 345 square foot and how much additional

  4   it is; and then you mentioned, you said, "Well,

  5   some of it's a give back."  So that's what I'd

  6   like to know.  What's the give back?  So what's

  7   the net number that we're -- if it's not 345 --

  8            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Then that number that

  9   we're adding is 345.

 10            MR. HACKER:  And then are you taking

 11   anything away?

 12            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Well, that's --

 13            MR. HACKER:  In other words, are you

 14   chopping off the left end of the -- the porch so

 15   that you're giving back something to get

 16   something on the right end?

 17            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Correct.  So part of

 18   the deck that we're removing, the stairs that

 19   we're removing, we're including in the additional

 20   deck that we're providing; but those numbers

 21   aren't calculated to the additional lot coverage

 22   because they're currently part of the lot

 23   coverage calculation.

 24            MR. HACKER:  I don't think I still have

 25   the answer.
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  1            MR. FARABEE:  I know.  I don't --

  2            MR. HACKER:  In other words, are you --

  3   if it's less than 345 square feet that are net

  4   being added, I'd like to know what that number

  5   is.

  6            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  I'm not saying it's

  7   less than that.

  8            MR. CLAWSON:  It's 345 because the steps

  9   you're removing are already in the footprint.

 10            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Correct.

 11            MR. CLAWSON:  So you can't remove those.

 12   It's 345 net.

 13            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Correct.

 14            MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.  I think with the new

 15   stairs, that area's 345.

 16            MR. HACKER:  I can see what it is.  I'm

 17   just looking at it, you know, what it looks like.

 18   It's a huge addition to put in -- the hot tub is

 19   kind of inconsequential.  It's the fireplace and

 20   the cooking area of the --

 21            MR. LARSEN:  We're trying to look for a

 22   smaller addition there than what is there.

 23            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Part of the way that

 24   we approached this, this is an irregular-shaped

 25   lot.  The footprint of the house was from the
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  1   1970s when the setbacks off the lagoon were

  2   probably 5 feet.

  3            So, in essence, you've got a third of

  4   this footprint and house and deck, if not more,

  5   that's over the current setback requirements both

  6   on the ride side and on the lagoon side.  So

  7   really this -- this piece of property is

  8   unbuildable by today's standards on Kiawah.  You

  9   couldn't put a house on there and meet the

 10   minimum square footage requirements.

 11            And so in -- with that in mind, we're

 12   trying to, you know.  We're doing as minimal

 13   impact as possible and still trying to keep the

 14   character and the quality of the home the same.

 15   As the owners, you know, as Rich mentioned, we

 16   did look at other alternatives.  We talked to the

 17   ARB probably over the course of a year-and-a-

 18   half about finding a good compromise.

 19            But this really is trying to keep this

 20   as compact as possible, making it a viable

 21   outdoor living space for anybody that would want

 22   to live on Kiawah; and it's not -- the other

 23   thing I wanted to point out is just a couple of

 24   the points that Jenny Werking made, which were

 25   the -- the Variance is not -- doesn't adversely
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  1   affect other properties in the vicinity both from

  2   the zoning standpoint and from a visibility

  3   standpoint, and we're still not over the 33

  4   percent lot coverage as a maximum.

  5            So -- and we kept those in mind in going

  6   through the process.  I mean, 33 percent was the

  7   maximum that was the -- there's no way that we

  8   would even want to go over that; and since we're

  9   so close already, we tried to, you know, again,

 10   find that balance between keeping it under 33

 11   percent but utilizing it so it was a functioning

 12   outdoor deck space.

 13            MR. FARABEE:  Can you answer my earlier

 14   question?  How much of the house is in the 35 --

 15   square feet of the house is in the 30-foot

 16   setback?

 17            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  I don't have that

 18   number.  I can give you a best guess estimate.

 19            MR. FARABEE:  Let's hear it.

 20            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  I'd have to look at

 21   my drawings.

 22            MR. FARABEE:  And of the present deck

 23   that is into the 30-foot -- square foot of that,

 24   so I'm looking for a total number that's going

 25   into the 30-foot setback, the square feet.
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  1            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Yeah.  The present

  2   deck is -- thanks.

  3            MS. WERKING:  It's all of the deck.

  4            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Right.  The present

  5   deck is 21 feet 8 inches over the -- in the

  6   setback so --

  7            MR. FARABEE:  So it's in 21 feet of the

  8   30 feet?

  9            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Yes.  So, I mean,

 10   we're 8 feet, plus or minus, or a little over 8

 11   feet from the -- from the actual property line.

 12            MR. FARABEE:  The house is in it 22

 13   feet.

 14            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  The house is closer

 15   than that.  The corner of the house is 6 feet off

 16   the property line.  So we are 24 feet -- a little

 17   less than 24 feet in from the setback on the

 18   corner of the house.

 19            MR. FARABEE:  In the setback.  Yeah.

 20   See, you talk about -- it is -- it is a funny-

 21   shaped lot, but we're not -- we're not here to

 22   make all lots buildable and to put any structure

 23   you want to put on it.  See, that's the thing.

 24   You've got so much already that's into the

 25   setback, and now you're coming back and asking
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  1   for more.  We want more of this into the setback.

  2            And I just think it's an unreasonable

  3   request in that the -- since you've already got

  4   so much, you've ignored the setbacks.  I

  5   understand it was built before the setbacks were

  6   in place.  I understand that.

  7            But now that the setbacks are in place,

  8   there's still that we can't ignore.

  9            MR. ENNIS:  I don't think we're ignoring

 10   the setbacks.  We've spent a year-and-a-half

 11   working on this to try and make it -- to minimize

 12   the impact on the whole thing.  So is it -- is it

 13   a Variance?  Setbacks?  Absolutely.  Completely

 14   understand that; but we have spent a lot of time,

 15   effort, and money trying to get it right.

 16            MR. FARABEE:  But this lot hasn't

 17   changed its shape.  Okay.  The lot was the same

 18   shape when you bought it.

 19            MR. ENNIS:  That's true.

 20            MR. FARABEE:  Nothing's contained in

 21   that, except you want to push, push, push into

 22   the setback.  I understand you want to make it

 23   nicer, but I don't -- I can't understand why you

 24   can't make some other accommodations like

 25   this rule was trying to get you to look at.
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  1            MR. HACKER:  I think that maybe rather

  2   than asking the owners this, I'd like to ask the

  3   ARB why they encouraged them to make such a big

  4   addition.  So I'd like to hear from the ARB.

  5            MS. LOONEY:  Okay.  Barbara Looney,

  6   Assistant Director of the ARB.

  7            As Mr. Ennis mentioned, they originally

  8   came to us.  If you're looking at the site plan,

  9   you'll see the guest parking area of the

 10   driveway.  They originally came with a guest

 11   house there to provide additional living space,

 12   outdoor living space.

 13            The ARB felt that was too impactful and

 14   asked them to reconsider other means that they

 15   could add some living space, indoor/outdoor, what

 16   have you, to their home if they felt that they

 17   needed it that would be less impactful.

 18            The Board recognized that they did have

 19   some buildable area at -- outside the driveway

 20   that's -- because of the lot shape, it's kind of

 21   a triangle over there.  It's not maximized.  It's

 22   buildable area as far as it's under the 33

 23   percent lot coverage.  And so the Board had asked

 24   if, you know, is there a way to make it -- a deck

 25   space that meets their needs that's least
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  1   impactful to the neighborhood?

  2            And if you look at the plan --

  3            MR. LARSEN:  So the Board asked the

  4   Ennises if --

  5            MS. LOONEY:  To, you know, the Board

  6   said no to the guest house and asked on repeated

  7   occasions if the -- if they needed additional

  8   outdoor living or living space, if it could

  9   reduce the impact to the neighbors -- neighbors

 10   of the property.  And the Ennises and their team

 11   continued to work with -- so what you're seeing,

 12   although I realize it's very impactful, it is

 13   significantly reduced from what they originally

 14   requested.

 15            I'm going to point out a couple of

 16   things that will help explain the ARB's position

 17   as well.  If you look on the exterior elevation,

 18   A201.  This -- does everybody have that?

 19            MR. LARSEN:  Which page was that?

 20            MR. HACKER:  A201.

 21            MS. LOONEY:  This is the front of the

 22   house, what everybody sees on Surfwatch as they

 23   fly by.  This is the rear elevation here.  You

 24   can see they have the area of modification

 25   bubbled.  The little chimney was brought down in
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  1   height.  That area is -- that they're adding is

  2   about here.  It's hard to see my finger.  The --

  3   the area that they're adding is here.

  4   (Indicating.)

  5            Their actual interior wise, their living

  6   spaces, are down here.  (Indicating.)  So

  7   their -- their part of the -- I think your

  8   question was why -- maybe that was Ron's

  9   question -- was why were they not removing deck

 10   space down here?  (Indicating.)  That was a

 11   request the Board had actually -- the ARB Board

 12   had made, and there was a concern about the

 13   disconnect from the interior to the exterior

 14   living spaces.

 15            Additionally, if you go to their plan --

 16   let's see.

 17            DR. PARKER:  Can I just -- point of

 18   clarification?  Are you saying that keeping the

 19   existing deck allows them to then have ingress

 20   and egress off the back of their house through

 21   that door that --

 22            MS. LOONEY:  It allows both doors and a

 23   visual connection between their interior living

 24   space and their exterior.

 25            DR. PARKER:  So if we took that away,
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  1   they would lose that ability to access from --

  2            MS. LOONEY:  They have multiple -- you

  3   can see there.  They have multiple access points,

  4   but these are actually bedrooms that they're

  5   adding in front of.  So, you know, the -- the

  6   family/living room, whatever you call it, is down

  7   on the -- the left-hand side on the interior.

  8            And so they're choosing to add in a --

  9   where it's least impactful, and that happens to

 10   be in front of two bedrooms; but there were

 11   conversations with the ARB in this year-long

 12   process about, you know, if they do add, where is

 13   it least impactful and that's -- you know, having

 14   an outdoor living space in front of your bedrooms

 15   is not ideal, but that was thought to be the most

 16   helpful as far as the impact on the neighbors.

 17            Also want to point out that the

 18   footprints of that existing deck, which Kevan had

 19   labeled somewhere in here, if you look at the

 20   existing deck -- let me go back to that.

 21            On A101, these numbers are hard to read.

 22   They're right down here.  (Indicating.)  He's

 23   pulled off the dimensions.  This at the widest

 24   point.  The deck is 10 feet deep.  Do y'all see

 25   that?  And it -- the narrow point right now,
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  1   which is outside of those two guest bedrooms, you

  2   can see those two guest bedrooms.

  3            Outside of there, it's only 6 feet deep.

  4   So it's not a -- it's not like it's a huge deck.

  5   It's long, but it's not deep; and for those of us

  6   that have long narrow porches, you know that

  7   those aren't always as usable as their square

  8   footage might seem.

  9            And so what they're doing, they're

 10   taking that 6 feet and increasing it to 14.  And,

 11   again, there were significant reductions to the

 12   impact.  There is a tree growth between -- that's

 13   across the pond between the pond and the golf

 14   course.  There are neighbors out there, whether

 15   that's the neighbor that wrote in or not, there

 16   are some neighbors that might have very limited

 17   views.

 18            They're going to install glass railings,

 19   if I'm not mistaken.  They're doing, you know, as

 20   much as they can to minimize the impact on the

 21   neighbors; and the ARB felt that the extent that

 22   they were going through to create functional

 23   space while minimizing impact on both the

 24   neighbors and the island was sufficient.

 25            MR. FARABEE:  What's the impact on the
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  1   pond?  The runoff, et cetera?  What's being done

  2   to protect that?

  3            MS. LOONEY:  The -- there will obviously

  4   be some landscape done in that -- in the area

  5   when it's redone.  Our landscape coordinator will

  6   look at the grading and the, you know, when that

  7   full proposal comes in to minimize the impact to

  8   the pond.  They do have to stay 10 feet from the

  9   pond.  I know the house is actually closer than

 10   that, but that's a general rule.

 11            MR. LARSEN:  And isn't the -- whichever

 12   corner that is, the right corner as you're

 13   looking at the pond, within less than that

 14   already?

 15            MS. LOONEY:  Yes.  Now, I do want to

 16   point out the pond is not the property line.  The

 17   property line is -- the pond is beyond the

 18   property line.  Yes.  The pond is beyond the

 19   property line.  They're close, but it's not

 20   exact.

 21            A lot of people think of the pond as the

 22   property line; but there will be, you know, the

 23   runoff and our landscape coordinator reviewed it

 24   as part of this review process, and that didn't

 25   raise a concern.
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  1            MR. FARABEE:  And so -- but the -- you

  2   say the landscaping is TBD?

  3            MS. LOONEY:  The landscaping is TBD; but

  4   as part of the submittal, it will be not only

  5   landscaping but grading.

  6            MR. FARABEE:  But it's all downhill now.

  7            MS. LOONEY:  It is, and the ponds were

  8   built to be the drainage system for the island

  9   so --

 10            MR. FARABEE:  But not the erosion.

 11            MS. LOONEY:  No, but there will be --

 12   the landscaper will include anything to prevent

 13   erosion.  Are you referring to during

 14   construction or --

 15            MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, a little bit.  It

 16   looks to me like there's nothing there now.

 17            MS. LOONEY:  The -- any time there's an

 18   addition to the rear side of the home, we look

 19   for landscape to be brought into compliance; and

 20   that will include plantings not only along the

 21   deck but also along the pond edge if they're

 22   absent now or if the deer ate them.

 23            MR. FARABEE:  So you're saying that the

 24   landscaping can't come within 10 feet, closer

 25   than 10 feet?
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  1            MS. LOONEY:  No.  The landscaping can.

  2   The deck itself.

  3            MR. FARABEE:  All right.  Okay.

  4            MS. LOONEY:  There are a lot that are

  5   more than that; but as they're being redone,

  6   they're being pulled off the pond.

  7            MR. LARSEN:  I can appreciate the ARB

  8   not wanting to say no and working with the

  9   property owner; but just because someone comes to

 10   you with a plan that is very impactful and you

 11   try to come up with something less impactful and

 12   say yes to it, the BZA has to be the bad guy

 13   instead of the ARB.

 14            MS. LOONEY:  I understand.  You have

 15   very different criteria.  The ARB does not have

 16   your criteria.

 17            MR. CLAWSON:  In 2006 the plans had to

 18   come in for the approval of this teardown and

 19   rebuilding.

 20            MS. LOONEY:  Yes.

 21            MR. CLAWSON:  Just your opinion, do you

 22   think the ARB would have approved this plan as it

 23   exists right now?  As it's being proposed now?

 24            MS. LOONEY:  Generally when the Board

 25   approves a Variance, that's one of the questions
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  1   they ask.  Would it have been approved when it

  2   came in, whether that was in 2006 or 1978.  So

  3   that's always a question the Board -- the Board

  4   asks.

  5            MR. CLAWSON:  So they would have, most

  6   likely, approved this even back then.

  7            MS. LOONEY:  Yes.

  8            MR. LARSEN:  With a bigger footprint,

  9   look at all the ones that have been turned down

 10   with the bigger footprint.

 11            MS. LOONEY:  For?

 12            MR. LARSEN:  From one -- if you build

 13   out of the footprint --

 14            MS. LOONEY:  In this case the Board

 15   members felt like this was not an unreasonable

 16   request for the size of the deck and the lot

 17   configuration.

 18            MR. LARSEN:  Wow.

 19            MR. FARABEE:  I agree for the size of

 20   the lot, but the shape of the lot is -- makes it

 21   unreasonable, not the size of the lot, but the

 22   shape of the lot.  And that's the -- if that --

 23   if you ignored that, I think you ignored a big

 24   factor.  But that was your decision, not ours

 25   so --
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  1            MS. LOONEY:  Do you have any other

  2   questions?

  3            MR. HACKER:  Thank you, Barbara.

  4            MS. LOONEY:  Thank you.  I have -- I

  5   have the -- all the original stuff.  Thank you.

  6            MR. HACKER:  Anyone have any additional

  7   questions?  Comments?

  8            MR. FARABEE:  I want Sally.  Sally, this

  9   is Ben Farabee.

 10            MS. RHOAD:  Yes.

 11            MR. FARABEE:  In the Diane Ledher

 12   letter, on the fifth bullet point, says,

 13   "Requirements clearly state the BZA shall not

 14   grant a Variance," dash dash dash, "to extend

 15   physically a nonconforming use of land.  This

 16   request clearly does that."

 17            Would you clarify that for the Board in

 18   terms of what that says, or what the full context

 19   of it says?

 20            MS. RHOAD:  Well, I mean, I guess it

 21   says what y'all think it says.  Because we

 22   haven't ever, you know.  We don't have any, you

 23   know, comments from, you know, from council when

 24   they, you know.  When they write legislation

 25   sometimes up in Columbia, they'll give you
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  1   comments interpreting things.  We don't have

  2   that.  So it means whatever the people on the BZA

  3   think it means.

  4            MS. WERKING:  I mean, the way I answer

  5   that section as a nonconforming use would be, say

  6   it's a business in a residential district.  So

  7   they're -- while it is a nonconforming structure,

  8   I wouldn't classify this as a nonconforming use.

  9   The use of the land is residential.  So like, in

 10   my opinion, it meets that criteria.  I don't

 11   agree with this interpretation but --

 12            MR. LARSEN:  I put an X on four of the

 13   paragraphs that she -- because there have been --

 14   this is not a requirement of ours.

 15            MR. HACKER:  It is not.

 16            MR. FARABEE:  But that was my question.

 17   That was my question.  Is it a requirement?

 18            MR. HACKER:  No.

 19            MR. LARSEN:  Because -- and it gets to,

 20   if you look at the last line under Staff findings

 21   where it says, "No Variance shall be granted

 22   unless the applicant shall show and the BZA shall

 23   find."

 24            Well, we -- we may not find the same

 25   way, the same thing the Staff finds; and one of
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  1   the things in the meeting a year-and-a-half ago

  2   in the training session was being reasonable

  3   is -- is out there somewhere, even though it's

  4   not in the -- what we are considering.

  5            At the same time, this is -- this is not

  6   what's guiding us in terms of just because it

  7   was -- we have approved the 5 feet and 10 feet

  8   before when there's been a special -- a special

  9   situation as we interpret it.

 10            MR. CLAWSON:  You read the beginning of

 11   that, it's exceptional circumstances; and it's

 12   how you want to define "exceptional

 13   circumstances."  The ARB defined exceptional

 14   circumstances because of this lot, and then you

 15   have to go on the next to the practical

 16   difficulty or the unnecessary hardship.

 17            And that's where I find that the

 18   challenge is coming.  It's not -- I'm comfortable

 19   saying this is an exceptional circumstance with

 20   this lot.  It's extremely unusual; but the

 21   practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship is

 22   so substantial, serious, and compelling, that's

 23   the part that I -- there needs to be a better

 24   argument for that.

 25            MR. BRADEN:  And I've got a similar
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  1   issue with G on page --

  2            MR. LARSEN:  Well, G has been an eternal

  3   issue.

  4            MR. BRADEN:  Yeah.  Well, it's very

  5   clear that it impacts this project 'cause it

  6   could -- we interpret -- we've been interpreting

  7   things differently, but this one is so clear what

  8   it says.  I don't see how you can approve it.

  9            MR. LARSEN:  Except we're not in the

 10   discussion of approval yet, I don't think.

 11            MR. HACKER:  No.  Once we don't have

 12   anymore questions, then we close the -- that part

 13   and then get into discussion about a motion once

 14   it's on the floor.

 15            So if there's no other comments from the

 16   floor or questions from us?

 17                     (No response.)

 18            MR. HACKER:  Then I will say we will

 19   close the discussion period and open our meeting

 20   for a motion.

 21            Do I have a motion from anyone?

 22            MR. LARSEN:  I will move that the

 23   Variance not be granted because it does not seem

 24   to be such an unnecessary hardship that is so

 25   substantially, serious, and compelling and the
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  1   amount of the Variance that's being asked for

  2   is -- is substantial.

  3            MR. HACKER:  Is there a second?

  4            MR. FARABEE:  Second.

  5            MR. HACKER:  It's been moved and

  6   seconded we do not approve the Variance.  Now

  7   we're open for discussion.

  8            Comments?

  9            MR. LARSEN:  Why don't you finish your

 10   point there, Jack, on --

 11            MR. BRADEN:  My concern is that the

 12   4.(g), it's very clear that it says the existing

 13   footprint could be maintained without the need

 14   for a Variance.  And based on everything -- the

 15   information that's been presented here, it looks

 16   to me like this does not need to be approved.

 17            MR. FARABEE:  And I'd just like to add

 18   to that, that I think this is a -- this is an

 19   applicant want and it's a -- as it was pointed

 20   out by Michael, that it's not -- it's not an

 21   unnecessary hardship and it's not a -- certainly

 22   not a substantial, serious, and compelling

 23   hardship that would result in extending this

 24   noncompliance situation even further so --

 25            DR. PARKER:  Can I just ask a question
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  1   as the new guy?

  2            MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.

  3            DR. PARKER:  This, to me, sounds like a

  4   very reasonable request on their part personally.

  5   Having gone out and looked at the property,

  6   looked at that footprint, looked at the taped out

  7   thing, I just don't see that the, you know, the

  8   preservation of this setback on this particular

  9   lot should necessarily stand in the way of them

 10   enjoying Kiawah to the fullest.

 11            And if you look at that existing deck

 12   that's there right now, I could see where a lot

 13   of things could -- could -- if I was living

 14   there, I would want a lot of things; and I don't

 15   think since it doesn't impact anybody other than

 16   them and their lot, I just don't see what the

 17   issue is.  I'll just get it out there and, you

 18   know.

 19            MR. LARSEN:  And that's a good example

 20   of what we were taught a year-and-a-half ago at

 21   one of our training sessions is that if we find

 22   something is reasonable, that should somehow work

 23   into the process.  I mean, it's hard when we're

 24   told there are nine things that have to be

 25   approved.
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  1            DR. PARKER:  This was an OCM, you know,

  2   problem, fine.  I'm all with that.  But this

  3   isn't something that -- it's just been kind of

  4   changed over time.

  5            MR. LARSEN:  The rules on this should

  6   make us interpret each of these points a little

  7   differently.  It's not -- it's not -- it's not

  8   black or white.  Many of these issues are very

  9   tough.

 10            MR. CLAWSON:  Going back to Jack's

 11   comment.  We wrestle with G continuously, and it

 12   comes back again how we want to interpret this.

 13            I choose to interpret the need for the

 14   Variance shall not be the result of the

 15   applicant's own actions as they already did

 16   something, and they came here asking permission

 17   after they've committed the -- done something

 18   that they shouldn't have.

 19            We would be throwing out everybody if we

 20   looked at this that way.  So I -- I can live with

 21   G and accept it.

 22            I do -- I still have a problem.  I like

 23   that.  This is an exceptional circumstance; and I

 24   could sit here and make a case that practical

 25   difficulty, allowing to Scott's point, having
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  1   somebody have the ability to make their -- their

  2   home more reasonable and more useful could be

  3   practical difficulty that having something that

  4   is in that situation, that you cannot expand it

  5   to the point where you can make that more

  6   liveable.

  7            I could live with that and I -- it's

  8   not -- I'm not arguing with you that feel

  9   differently about it, but it all comes back to

 10   how you want to define it.  And I'm comfortable

 11   defining "practical difficulty" as a lot that

 12   was, you know, built or laid out in 1978 or 1976

 13   but that having a homeowner not have the

 14   opportunity to put that small deck addition is, I

 15   think, is -- is reasonable.

 16            MR. FARABEE:  Well, to answer Scott's

 17   question, most -- I hate to say all applicants

 18   come up with good reasons for doing things.

 19            DR. PARKER:  Sure.

 20            MR. FARABEE:  They're well thought out.

 21   There are always reasons to backup why they want

 22   to do things.  And it generally boils down to,

 23   you know, either they want it; or they need it,

 24   or it's -- or it makes good sense to do it.  And

 25   that's our judgment in saying, okay, does it make
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  1   good sense for us?

  2            And I -- I think that when you're

  3   looking at it, what -- I don't think you can

  4   ignore the condition or the shape of the lot.  I

  5   think that is a restriction.  It's also

  6   restriction on the owners in terms of what they

  7   can come ask for.  If they come ask for it, and

  8   we have to say okay.  I just think this is a

  9   house that has been expanded into this -- this

 10   area.  And now they want more of this area that

 11   has been set aside by the Town.

 12            And if we continue to -- and we do this

 13   frequently.  We -- we yield on the -- I think we

 14   frequently make judgments on the side of the

 15   applicant more so than we do not in terms of

 16   saying, "Oh, it's a good cause.  They really want

 17   it.  Doesn't hurt anybody else.  Let's go along

 18   to get along sort of thing."  And I just think

 19   that this is a house that is -- sits, the

 20   majority of it, in a noncompliance area.

 21            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  May I make a

 22   clarification?  Might not really matter at all,

 23   but it might.  The footprint of the house and the

 24   deck have never been different than what it is

 25   now.
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  1            MR. FARABEE:  Are we --

  2            MR. HACKER:  I'm looking at -- we're in

  3   our session now so we can't --

  4            MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Yeah, I know.

  5            MR. HACKER:  But I would like to take it

  6   up, and I can understand there's a hard and fast

  7   type of rule we could look at.  But then when

  8   you're saying the ARB has gone through all the

  9   work of saying, no, you can't build this whole

 10   guest house.  You have to be less impactful.  We

 11   still want to conform to the neighborhood and not

 12   affect other people.

 13            And they've come up and worked a long

 14   time to get to this point; and I think that you

 15   can take those type of things and say, "Yeah, in

 16   the long run, it's probably better even for the

 17   whole community because we're not going to have a

 18   property that's saying, 'Oh, gees, now what do I

 19   do with my deck?  I have to leave this old one on

 20   here and say why not?'"

 21            So I feel that there is an exception

 22   that we can deal with here.

 23            DR. PARKER:  So, you know, what you

 24   said, you know, I read this.  The property's

 25   footprint has never been changed and that these
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  1   people were not the people who built this house

  2   in 2006 on that footprint; and so they bought it

  3   in '11, and now they wish to make it -- to upfit

  4   it to what you're saying to keep up with current

  5   Kiawah standards, the way we like to live.

  6            MR. LARSEN:  Well, it -- in terms of

  7   looking at the house, I mean, it -- it looks

  8   great.  I mean, to me it's -- it's above Kiawah

  9   standards right now from -- from where it is.  So

 10   I -- if we were talking about some of the places

 11   we'd seen in the West Beach area near Cougar and

 12   beyond --

 13            DR. PARKER:  I guess by standards what I

 14   meant is the livability of what everybody wants

 15   now in Kiawah, to connect with the outdoors.

 16            MR. HACKER:  There's no more discussion?

 17   So if we will call the question.  All those in

 18   favor of not granting the Variance, say, aye.

 19           (Three Members respond In Favor.)

 20            MR. HACKER:  All those opposed say aye.

 21           (Three Members respond Opposed.)

 22            MR. LARSEN:  So it's three to three.

 23            MR. HACKER:  We have a vote three to

 24   three.  When there's a vote that is a tie, that

 25   means there's been really, I think, no decision.
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  1   There's no approval.

  2            MR. FARABEE:  No approval is the

  3   decision.

  4            MR. CLAWSON:  Jenny, that's right?

  5            MS. WERKING:  Yes, I mean --

  6            MR. LARSEN:  Or was it the way the

  7   motion was stated?  What if I had stated the

  8   motion the other way?

  9            MR. FARABEE:  Doesn't matter.  You have

 10   to have a majority to pass it to give the

 11   Variance.

 12            MS. WERKING:  Right.

 13            MR. HACKER:  So that means that we

 14   have --

 15            MS. WERKING:  It's three to three.  It

 16   failed.  I mean, the Variance did not pass.

 17            MR. HACKER:  The vote on not approving

 18   the Variance has failed.

 19            MS. WERKING:  Uh-huh.

 20            MR. HACKER:  So, in other words, now --

 21            MS. WERKING:  Well, there was a tie.  It

 22   was a tie vote.

 23            MR. HACKER:  It doesn't mean we

 24   approved.  We did not -- it did not pass.

 25            MR. FARABEE:  To pass the Variance was
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  1   not approved.

  2            MR. HACKER:  But the motion was to not

  3   grant the Variance, and that was not approved.

  4   It's a negative --

  5            DR. PARKER:  It's the same thing.  Can

  6   you make a motion in the positive?

  7            MS. WERKING:  It was a tie.

  8            MS. RHOAD:  You can have somebody state

  9   the motion in a different way, if you're so

 10   inclined, and vote on it again.

 11            MR. LARSEN:  And if it is three to

 12   three; and we vote again, and it's stated

 13   differently, what happens?

 14            MS. RHOAD:  Well, I think for it to be

 15   approved, it has to be by a majority.  So if it's

 16   a tie, then -- then the motion has failed.

 17            MR. LARSEN:  Either way, it would fail.

 18            MR. CLAWSON:  That's what I remembered.

 19            MR. HACKER:  Well, we can try it.

 20            MS. RHOAD:  You could have somebody go

 21   ahead and do it for sake of the record, go ahead

 22   and make a motion in the affirmative to -- to

 23   allow the -- the Variance.

 24            DR. PARKER:  Sally, this is Scott

 25   Parker.  What does that accomplish though?
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  1            MS. RHOAD:  Well, just so the record is

  2   clear, you know.  When you have two not's,

  3   sometimes it makes it, you know, a little bit

  4   unclear.  You don't have to.  I think we all know

  5   what happened here was that there was a -- a

  6   motion to deny the Variance, and then we got a

  7   tie vote.  So the motion to deny the Variance did

  8   not pass.

  9            MR. LARSEN:  Well, let's do it the other

 10   way to make it clear.

 11            MR. HACKER:  Yeah.  Okay.

 12            DR. PARKER:  I move to approve the

 13   Variance.

 14            MR. LARSEN:  Second.

 15            MR. HACKER:  Okay.  We have a second.

 16   Is there any discussion?

 17                     (No response.)

 18            MR. HACKER:  If not, all those in favor

 19   of approving the Variance, say aye.

 20           (Three Members respond In Favor.)

 21            MR. HACKER:  All those opposed to

 22   approving the Variance, say aye.

 23           (Three Members respond Opposed.)

 24            MR. HACKER:  Again, it's a tie vote,

 25   three to three.  The Variance has not been
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  1   approved, and that means that I still think the

  2   applicants would have the right to go to the

  3   County to appeal.

  4            MS. WERKING:  Circuit Court.

  5            MR. ENNIS:  And is there someone missing

  6   from the Board today?

  7            MR. HACKER:  Yes.  There's a seventh

  8   person on the Board.

  9            MR. LARSEN:  And --

 10            MR. FARABEE:  I --

 11            MR. LARSEN:  What?

 12            MR. FARABEE:  Nothing.  Nothing.

 13            MR. LARSEN:  Our chairman isn't here.

 14   Our new chairman isn't here.  He's slacking.

 15            MR. HACKER:  But the fact that this is a

 16   tie vote, that means there's still a decision

 17   that was made.  There's no -- no -- there's a --

 18   no decision is still a decision.

 19            MR. FARABEE:  No.  The decision -- to be

 20   clear, it's always been a tie vote, the Variance

 21   is not approved.

 22            MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.

 23            MR. FARABEE:  That's it.

 24            MR. HACKER:  Okay.  And they have then

 25   30 days to appeal to the Circuit Court.
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  1            MR. LARSEN:  But it wouldn't be appealed

  2   to us.  It would be --

  3            MS. RHOAD:  No.  It would be appealed to

  4   the Circuit Court.

  5            MR. HACKER:  Yeah.  That's what I -- I

  6   read that here in the beginning.  It says that.

  7   It's in the appeals process.

  8            All right.  That's it.  If there's any

  9   other business at hand?  No.  Call for a motion

 10   to adjourn?

 11            MR. BRADEN:  So moved.

 12            MR. LARSEN:  So moved.

 13            MR. HACKER:  All in favor.

 14               (All Members respond aye.)

 15            (Proceedings concluded at 5:01 p.m.)

 16                          - - -

 17

 18

 19

 20

 21

 22

 23

 24

 25
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demolished   (1)
Dennis   (1)
deny   (4)
deprives   (1)
designated   (1)
determinations   (1)
detriment   (2)
Developed   (1)
Diane   (3)
Diane's   (1)
different   (3)
differently   (4)
difficulty   (6)
dimensions   (1)
directly   (1)
Director   (3)
disapproved   (1)
disconnect   (1)
discuss   (2)
discussion   (6)
District   (9)
Division   (1)
dog   (1)
doing   (4)
door   (2)
doors   (1)
downhill   (1)
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DR   (17)
drainage   (1)
draw   (1)
drawings   (1)
Drive   (3)
driveway   (3)
due   (3)

< E >
earlier   (2)
east   (1)
edge   (1)
effect   (2)
effectively   (1)
effort   (1)
egress   (1)
either   (4)
elect   (1)
elected   (2)
electing   (1)
election   (1)
elections   (1)
elevation   (2)
email   (2)
empowered   (1)
Enabling   (1)
encouraged   (1)
encroaches   (2)
encroachment   (3)
encroachments   (1)
enjoying   (1)
enjoyment   (1)
Ennis   (18)
Ennises   (2)
ensure   (1)
entered   (1)
entire   (1)
erosion   (2)
essence   (1)
essentially   (2)
established   (2)
establishment   (2)
estimate   (1)
et   (1)
eternal   (1)
Evans   (3)
events   (1)
everybody   (7)
evidence   (3)

exact   (1)
example   (1)
exceed   (1)
Excellent   (1)
Exception   (3)
exceptional   (8)
Exceptions   (3)
exist   (1)
existing   (18)
exists   (1)
expand   (1)
expanded   (1)
expedite   (1)
expires   (1)
explain   (4)
explains   (1)
extend   (3)
extending   (1)
extension   (6)
extent   (1)
exterior   (3)
extra   (1)
extraordinary   (2)
extremely   (1)

< F >
fact   (4)
fact-finding   (1)
factor   (1)
facts   (1)
fail   (1)
failed   (3)
Failure   (1)
false   (1)
family   (1)
far   (2)
Farabee   (54)
fast   (1)
favor   (8)
feel   (3)
feet   (35)
felt   (4)
fifth   (1)
fight   (1)
figure   (1)
file   (1)
filed   (1)
final   (1)
find   (6)

finding   (2)
findings   (2)
finds   (1)
fine   (1)
finger   (1)
finish   (1)
fireplace   (4)
first   (1)
fit   (1)
fits   (1)
floor   (2)
fly   (1)
foliage   (1)
follow   (1)
following   (2)
foot   (2)
footage   (4)
footprint   (16)
footprints   (1)
foregoing   (1)
forward   (1)
four   (1)
Freedom   (2)
frequently   (2)
front   (6)
full   (4)
fullest   (1)
functional   (1)
functioning   (1)
funny   (2)
further   (4)

< G >
garage   (2)
gathering   (1)
gees   (1)
general   (2)
generally   (4)
getting   (1)
Gilmore   (3)
give   (8)
given   (2)
giving   (2)
glass   (1)
go   (11)
goes   (3)
going   (12)
golf   (3)
Good   (10)

Government   (1)
grading   (2)
grant   (7)
granted   (8)
granting   (8)
great   (1)
grill   (1)
grounds   (1)
group   (1)
growth   (1)
guess   (4)
guest   (7)
guiding   (1)
guy   (2)
guys   (1)

< H >
Hacker   (58)
half   (1)
HALL   (2)
hand   (2)
happen   (1)
happened   (2)
happens   (2)
happy   (2)
hard   (4)
hardship   (7)
harm   (2)
harmed   (1)
harmony   (2)
hate   (1)
hear   (4)
heard   (2)
hearing   (5)
heavy   (1)
height   (1)
Hello   (1)
help   (1)
helpful   (1)
hereunto   (1)
Hoertdoerfer   (21)
home   (5)
homeowner   (1)
honor   (1)
hot   (11)
hours   (1)
house   (38)
houses   (1)
huge   (2)
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Hu-huh   (2)
hurt   (1)

< I >
ideal   (1)
identifying   (1)
ignore   (2)
ignored   (3)
ignoring   (1)
II   (1)
impact   (14)
impactful   (10)
impacting   (1)
impacts   (1)
impossible   (2)
improvement   (1)
improves   (1)
inches   (2)
inclined   (1)
include   (3)
including   (1)
inconsequential   (1)
increase   (3)
increasing   (1)
indicates   (1)
Indicating   (11)
indoor   (1)
inform   (1)
information   (14)
informed   (1)
ingress   (1)
inspection   (1)
install   (1)
Intent   (5)
interest   (4)
interested   (2)
interests   (2)
interfere   (2)
interior   (4)
interpret   (6)
interpretation   (1)
interpreting   (2)
irregular   (2)
irregular-shaped   (1)
ISLAND   (13)
issue   (4)
issues   (1)
its   (1)

< J >
Jack   (3)
Jack's   (1)
Jenny   (6)
job   (1)
Joel   (3)
judgment   (1)
judgments   (1)
judicial   (1)
JULY   (1)
jurisdiction   (2)

< K >
keep   (3)
keeping   (2)
kept   (1)
Kevan   (4)
KIARB   (2)
KIAWAH   (16)
kind   (8)
kitchen   (1)
know   (44)

< L >
labeled   (1)
lagoon   (9)
laid   (1)
Land   (6)
Lands   (1)
landscape   (4)
landscaper   (1)
landscaping   (6)
Large   (1)
Larsen   (64)
lawyer   (1)
leave   (1)
Ledher   (4)
Ledher's   (1)
leeway   (1)
left   (2)
left-hand   (1)
legal   (1)
legislation   (1)
Letter   (7)
level   (3)
limit   (3)
limited   (2)
limits   (1)
line   (15)

lines   (1)
little   (6)
livability   (1)
live   (4)
liveable   (1)
living   (14)
Local   (1)
located   (2)
LOCATION   (3)
long   (4)
look   (16)
looked   (6)
looking   (10)
looks   (6)
LOONEY   (22)
lose   (1)
lot   (38)
lots   (1)

< M >
mailed   (2)
mails   (1)
maintained   (2)
majority   (4)
making   (2)
map   (1)
MARCH   (3)
matter   (3)
maximized   (1)
maximum   (4)
mean   (11)
means   (8)
meant   (1)
media   (1)
meet   (1)
MEETING   (14)
meets   (2)
member   (1)
Members   (14)
mentioned   (4)
met   (1)
Michael   (2)
Mike   (2)
mind   (2)
minimal   (1)
minimize   (3)
minimizing   (2)
minimum   (1)
minus   (1)

minutes   (4)
missing   (1)
mistaken   (1)
modification   (1)
money   (1)
months   (1)
motion   (13)
move   (6)
moved   (4)
multiple   (2)

< N >
name   (4)
narrow   (3)
natural   (1)
NCRA   (2)
near   (2)
necessarily   (1)
necessary   (2)
need   (15)
needed   (2)
needs   (2)
negative   (1)
negatively   (2)
neighbor   (1)
neighborhood   (4)
neighboring   (3)
neighbors   (10)
neither   (1)
net   (3)
never   (3)
nevertheless   (1)
new   (5)
newest   (1)
news   (1)
nice   (1)
nicer   (1)
nine   (1)
nominate   (2)
nominated   (1)
nomination   (4)
nominations   (1)
noncompliance   (2)
nonconforming   (11)
normal   (1)
Notary   (1)
Nothing's   (1)
notice   (2)
notification   (1)
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notifications   (1)
notified   (1)
not's   (1)
number   (6)
numbers   (3)

< O >
oath   (1)
obtain   (1)
obviously   (1)
occasions   (1)
OCM   (1)
office@clark-associat
es.com   (1)
officers   (1)
official   (2)
Oh   (5)
Okay   (22)
old   (1)
once   (3)
ones   (1)
one's   (1)
open   (4)
operates   (1)
opinion   (2)
opportunity   (1)
Opposed   (6)
opposition   (1)
orally   (1)
order   (4)
orders   (2)
Ordinance   (9)
ordinances   (1)
organizations   (1)
original   (1)
originally   (4)
ought   (1)
outdoor   (9)
outdoors   (1)
outside   (3)
overturn   (1)
owner   (4)
owners   (3)

< P >
P.M   (2)
P.O   (1)
packet   (1)
page   (3)

Palm   (3)
paragraphs   (1)
Parker   (19)
Parker's   (1)
parking   (1)
part   (19)
particular   (3)
parties   (3)
party   (1)
pass   (5)
passing   (1)
pending   (1)
Pennick   (1)
people   (6)
percent   (10)
period   (1)
permanent   (1)
permission   (1)
permit   (1)
permits   (1)
permitted   (3)
person   (3)
personally   (1)
Persons   (1)
pertaining   (2)
pertinent   (2)
Phone   (4)
physically   (3)
piece   (3)
place   (2)
places   (1)
Plan   (8)
Planning   (4)
plans   (1)
plantings   (1)
please   (3)
plus   (1)
podium   (1)
point   (16)
pointed   (1)
points   (3)
pond   (14)
ponds   (1)
popped   (1)
porch   (1)
porches   (1)
portion   (1)
position   (1)
positive   (1)

possible   (2)
Post   (1)
posted   (1)
practical   (6)
practically   (1)
present   (8)
presented   (4)
presenting   (1)
preservation   (1)
prevent   (1)
printed   (1)
prior   (2)
probably   (3)
problem   (3)
procedure   (2)
Proceedings   (4)
process   (6)
proclaim   (1)
PROFESSIONAL 
 (3)
profitability   (1)
profitably   (1)
prohibit   (2)
project   (1)
properties   (7)
property   (34)
property's   (2)
proposal   (1)
proposed   (5)
proposes   (1)
protect   (1)
provide   (1)
provided   (2)
providing   (1)
public   (8)
pulled   (2)
purchased   (1)
purpose   (4)
purposes   (2)
push   (3)
put   (6)
putting   (3)

< Q >
quality   (1)
quasi   (1)
quasi-judicial   (1)
question   (11)
questions   (12)

quorum   (1)
quote   (9)

< R >
R1   (3)
railings   (1)
raise   (1)
Randy   (3)
read   (8)
real   (1)
realize   (1)
really   (8)
rear   (7)
reason   (1)
reasonable   (5)
reasons   (2)
rebuilding   (1)
rebuilt   (1)
rebuttal   (1)
receive   (1)
received   (1)
recognized   (1)
reconfiguration   (2)
reconsider   (1)
record   (5)
recorded   (1)
records   (2)
rectangle   (1)
redone   (2)
reduce   (1)
reduced   (1)
reduction   (1)
reductions   (1)
referring   (2)
regard   (1)
regarding   (2)
REGISTERED   (3)
regulations   (2)
reject   (1)
related   (1)
relaxation   (1)
relief   (1)
remembered   (1)
remove   (1)
removing   (4)
repeated   (1)
REPORTED   (1)
REPORTER   (4)
representative   (2)
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representing   (1)
request   (11)
requested   (3)
requesting   (2)
require   (1)
required   (6)
requirement   (2)
requirements   (3)
requires   (1)
residence   (2)
Residential   (3)
residents   (1)
respond   (8)
response   (13)
restrict   (2)
restriction   (2)
restrictions   (1)
result   (4)
review   (4)
reviewed   (1)
REYNOLDS   (1)
Rhoad   (16)
Rich   (1)
Richard   (1)
ride   (1)
right   (30)
road   (2)
Ron   (7)
RONDA   (3)
Ron's   (1)
room   (5)
RPR   (2)
rule   (3)
rules   (1)
rulings   (1)
run   (1)
runoff   (2)

< S >
sake   (1)
Sally   (9)
saw   (1)
saying   (17)
says   (13)
SC   (1)
scales   (1)
scared   (1)
Scott   (3)
Scott's   (2)

screened   (1)
seal   (1)
secluded   (1)
second   (13)
seconded   (1)
secretary   (3)
Section   (3)
see   (24)
seeing   (1)
seen   (1)
sees   (1)
sense   (2)
serious   (4)
session   (2)
sessions   (1)
set   (1)
setback   (23)
setbacks   (8)
seventh   (1)
shallow   (1)
shape   (11)
shaped   (1)
shed   (1)
show   (2)
shown   (1)
shrinking   (1)
side   (10)
sign   (2)
significant   (1)
significantly   (1)
signify   (3)
signs   (1)
similar   (2)
simple   (1)
sit   (1)
site   (2)
sits   (3)
sitting   (1)
situation   (3)
size   (6)
slacking   (1)
small   (2)
smaller   (1)
somebody   (3)
something's   (1)
sort   (2)
sounds   (1)
SOUTH   (7)
spa   (1)

space   (14)
spaces   (2)
speak   (3)
speakers   (1)
speaking   (1)
Special   (7)
specific   (1)
spent   (2)
spirit   (2)
square   (16)
Staff   (13)
Staff's   (9)
stair   (1)
stairs   (8)
stand   (4)
standards   (6)
standing   (3)
standpoint   (2)
start   (1)
started   (1)
state   (6)
stated   (5)
statements   (3)
states   (1)
status   (1)
stay   (1)
stenographically   (1)
steps   (2)
straight   (3)
street   (1)
strict   (1)
structure   (5)
structures   (1)
study   (1)
stuff   (2)
subject   (3)
submittal   (1)
submitted   (1)
subpoena   (1)
substantial   (6)
substantially   (3)
sufficient   (1)
support   (1)
supposed   (2)
sure   (3)
Surfwatch   (6)
surrounding   (2)
surroundings   (1)
suspicious   (1)

swears   (1)
sworn   (2)
system   (1)

< T >
take   (4)
talk   (3)
talked   (1)
talking   (3)
talks   (1)
taped   (1)
taught   (1)
TBD   (2)
team   (1)
teardown   (1)
tearing   (1)
telephone   (1)
tell   (2)
terms   (5)
testimony   (3)
Thank   (10)
Thanks   (2)
thereof   (1)
thing   (10)
things   (12)
think   (41)
third   (1)
thought   (3)
three   (15)
throw   (1)
throwing   (1)
tie   (9)
TIME   (16)
TMS   (1)
today   (6)
today's   (2)
told   (2)
top   (3)
total   (3)
tough   (1)
TOWN   (8)
training   (2)
transcribed   (1)
transcription   (1)
tree   (1)
triangle   (1)
tried   (1)
true   (4)
try   (3)
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trying   (7)
tub   (11)
turned   (1)
two   (9)
type   (2)
types   (2)
typically   (1)

< U >
Uh-huh   (1)
unbuildable   (1)
unclear   (1)
understand   (7)
unnecessary   (6)
unreasonable   (3)
unreasonably   (2)
unusual   (3)
upfit   (1)
usable   (1)
Use   (11)
useful   (1)
uses   (1)
usually   (2)
utilization   (2)
utilize   (1)
utilized   (1)
utilizing   (1)

< V >
vacuuming   (1)
valid   (1)
Variance   (53)
Variance,   (1)
Variances   (6)
viable   (1)
vice   (6)
vicinity   (7)
views   (1)
visibility   (1)
visible   (2)
visit   (1)
visual   (1)
vote   (11)

< W >
wait   (1)
walked   (1)
walkway   (1)
want   (20)

wanted   (1)
wanting   (1)
wants   (1)
Warbler   (2)
way   (16)
weekend   (1)
Well   (24)
went   (4)
we're   (23)
Werking   (26)
West   (1)
we've   (4)
whichever   (1)
white   (1)
widest   (1)
wise   (1)
wish   (2)
wishes   (1)
wishing   (1)
Witness   (1)
witnesses   (1)
words   (3)
work   (7)
worked   (2)
working   (3)
workings   (1)
works   (1)
Wow   (1)
wrestle   (1)
write   (1)
writing   (1)
written   (1)
wrote   (1)
WWW.CLARK-ASS
OCIATES.COM   (1)

< Y >
y'all   (3)
yard   (6)
Yeah   (14)
year   (3)
year-and-a   (1)
year-and-a-half   (4)
year-long   (1)
yield   (1)

< Z >
ZONING   (26)
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            9
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                      TIME:          4 P.M.
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            1                        P R O C E E D I N G S
            2                  MR. LARSEN:  Well, I will call the
            3         meeting to order so that we can do the election
            4         of officers prior to the meeting; and I will open
            5         the nomination process.  And in asking if someone
            6         has a nomination for chair, I have a nomination
            7         for chair.  That would be Randy Gilmore.  I think
            8         that happened to me last year.  Is there a
            9         second?
           10                  MR. HACKER:  I'll second.
           11                  MR. LARSEN:  Okay.  Does anyone move
           12         that the nominations be closed yet?
           13                  MR. FARABEE:  So moved.
           14                  MR. LARSEN:  I'd second it.  All right.
           15         All in favor of Randy Gilmore as chairman for
           16         next year, please signify by saying aye.
           17                     (All Members respond aye.)
           18                  MR. LARSEN:  Opposed?
           19                           (No response.)
           20                  MR. LARSEN:  Excellent.  I will look
           21         forward to passing on the information to him.
           22                  MR. FARABEE:  Is he aware that he will
           23         be nominated?
           24                  MR. LARSEN:  I told him at Bible study
           25         that this was going to happen.  He didn't believe
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            1         me because he was the one that was supposed to
            2         work with Ron -- elect Ron last year.
            3                  MR. HACKER:  And you see he didn't.
            4         Made me vice chair.
            5                  MR. FARABEE:  That's how you got elected
            6         last time.  Do we need a vice chair too?
            7                  MR. LARSEN:  Oh, we need a vice chair
            8         too.  Thank you.  Well, I will nominate Ron
            9         Hacker as vice chair.
           10                  MR. FARABEE:  Second.
           11                  MR. CLAWSON:  Second.
           12                  DR. PARKER:  Move to close the
           13         elections.
           14                  MR. LARSEN:  I'd second.
           15                  All in favor of Ron as vice chair
           16         signify by saying aye.
           17                     (All Members respond aye.)
           18                  MR. LARSEN:  So I guess that means that
           19         you now get to read this.  So blame Ron for the
           20         10-minute thing on the meeting as opposed to me.
           21                  MS. WERKING:  The secretary.
           22                  MR. LARSEN:  What does the secretary do?
           23                  MS. WERKING:  Joel Evans signs the
           24         orders for the final decisions and mails the --
           25         it was Dan Pennick.  You guys have typically used
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            1         the Planning Director.  They sign the
            2         notifications on the -- on the orders from --
            3                  MR. LARSEN:  Okay.  Does someone have a
            4         nomination for secretary?  Who is it we're
            5         electing?
            6                  MS. WERKING:  Joel Evans is the
            7         director.
            8                  MR. HACKER:  I nominate Joel Evans.
            9                  MR. LARSEN:  Good choice.  I second
           10         that.
           11                  MR. FARABEE:  I never thought of that.
           12                  MR. LARSEN:  All in favor signify by
           13         saying aye.
           14                     (All Members respond aye.)
           15                  MR. LARSEN:  Okay.
           16                  MS. REYNOLDS:  Mr. Larsen, Sally just
           17         called.  I can get her on the phone now, if you
           18         like.
           19                  MR. LARSEN:  Okay.
           20                (Sally Rhoad is appearing by phone.)
           21                  MS. RHOAD:  Hello, everybody.
           22                  MR. LARSEN:  Then our new chairman will
           23         be taking over the meeting and --
           24                  MR. HACKER:  Well, it's the vice
           25         chairman because our new chairman was elected
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            1         just before you got on the phone; and that's
            2         Randy Gilmore, but he's not here today.  So I get
            3         the honor to inform everybody about the way our
            4         meeting operates.
            5                  And the meeting has been called to
            6         order.  The Board Members who will hear the case
            7         today include Scott Parker, Mike Clawson, Jack
            8         Braden, Ben Farabee, Charlie Larsen, and myself,
            9         Ron Hacker.
           10                  Our Staff members present are Jenny
           11         Werking.  Dennis -- or Sally Rhoad is our
           12         attorney who's on the telephone.
           13                  MS. RHOAD:  Yes.
           14                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.  Our case rulings
           15         from this and any BZA meeting are available for
           16         public review and inspection during normal
           17         business hours at the Town Hall.  At this time
           18         I'd like to explain to the public the workings of
           19         the BZA.
           20                  The Board of Zoning Appeals is a quasi-
           21         judicial body established to interpret and grant
           22         relief from zoning ordinances.  The Board of
           23         Zoning Appeals has jurisdiction over three types
           24         of cases:  Appeals, Variances, and Special
           25         Exceptions.
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            1                  Appeals are heard regarding
            2         administrative actions or decisions by the Zoning
            3         Administrator or Staff.
            4                  Variances may be granted when strict
            5         application of the Zoning Ordinance would cause
            6         an unnecessary hardship.  This Board's actions
            7         must be based on specific standards as contained
            8         in the South Carolina Local Government Planning &
            9         Enabling Act of 1994 and the Town of Kiawah
           10         Island Zoning Ordinance.
           11                  Special Exceptions allow the Board to
           12         permit uses of -- if certain conditions as
           13         contained in the Zoning Ordinance are met.
           14                  A simple majority vote of the quorum
           15         present is required to grant a Variance or to
           16         overturn the decision of the Zoning Administrator
           17         in an appeal or to grant a Special Exception.
           18                  Because today's hearing is a public
           19         fact-finding meeting, we are in compliance with
           20         the Freedom of Information Act and South Carolina
           21         Code 6-29-70.  15 days prior to this hearing, an
           22         announcement was printed in the Post & Courier; a
           23         sign was posted on or near the designated
           24         property; and a notice was mailed to the
           25         applicant or representative to -- and also to
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            1         residents within 300 feet of the application and
            2         to parties of interest.
            3                  Persons, organizations, and news media
            4         that have requested declaration of our meeting
            5         have also been notified.  The Freedom of
            6         Information Act does not require notification of
            7         anyone other than the applicant and parties of
            8         interest.
            9                  Our purpose today is for interested
           10         parties to be heard in order to assist the Board
           11         in gathering evidence pertinent to each case.  If
           12         the members of the BZA feel the need for further
           13         information to clarify a case, the Board has the
           14         authority to subpoena witnesses.
           15                  In addition to your testimony, our Board
           16         has been presented written information submitted
           17         to the Staff by the applicant or their agent for
           18         each case.  This information is now considered to
           19         be evidence and is entered into the permanent
           20         record of this body.  It is assumed that it is
           21         complete, true, and accurate.
           22                  Also we have been presented data
           23         assembled by the Staff for the purpose of
           24         clarifying the location and the effect of
           25         surrounding property.  Our Board is empowered to
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            1         approve, approve with conditions, or to deny your
            2         request.  We are also authorized to defer a case
            3         should there be a need to obtain additional
            4         information.
            5                  If an applicant's request is approved
            6         for a Special Exception, a Variance, or an appeal
            7         of a decision by the Zoning Administrator, they
            8         must go to the Town of Kiawah Island to apply for
            9         permits.  Variances and Special Exceptions
           10         granted by the BZA are valid for 12 months after
           11         this meeting.
           12                  However, if an applicant's request is
           13         disapproved and they wish to appeal the decision,
           14         the Board -- this Board considering this case --
           15         appeal the decision of this Board considering
           16         this case, appeals must be addressed by -- to the
           17         Circuit Court.  South Carolina Code 6-29-820
           18         states that the appeal must be filed by the
           19         applicant within 30 days after this -- the
           20         decision of the Board is mailed to them.  Failure
           21         to file an appeal within the time limit deprives
           22         the Court of the jurisdiction to hear the matter.
           23                  Because it is a quasi-judicial body,
           24         everything said in this meeting must be complete,
           25         true, and accurate.  All of the information
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            1         provided by the BZA is considered evidence, and
            2         this Board may certify contempt of Circuit Court
            3         if false statements are made either in writing or
            4         orally.
            5                  Because of this, each person who wishes
            6         to address the Board will be sworn in.  In order
            7         to expedite the procedure, those wishing to speak
            8         will please stand right now as a group; and Sally
            9         Rhoad, our lawyer, will administer the oath.
           10                  MS. RHOAD:  I assume everyone is
           11         standing.
           12                (Ms. Rhoad swears in all speakers.)
           13                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.  They've all been
           14         sworn in.  Thank you, Sally.
           15                  MS. RHOAD:  Okay.  Thank you.
           16                  MR. HACKER:  I shall now call Case
           17         BZAV-2-16-23350 at 54 Surfwatch Drive.  Staff
           18         will present facts pertinent to the case.  I
           19         shall then call the applicant to address the
           20         case.  The applicant then shall please stand and
           21         state their name and current address for the
           22         record before presenting testimony.
           23                  I will then ask for all those speaking
           24         either in support or against the case, and then
           25         they shall follow with the same procedure for
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            1         identifying themselves; and they're limited for
            2         two minutes each, and the applicant will have two
            3         minutes for rebuttal.
            4                  At this time we'll call upon the Staff.
            5         Thank you.
            6                  MS. WERKING:  Thank you.
            7                  The applicant, Kevan Hoertdoerfer, is
            8         representing the property owner, Richard Ennis,
            9         requesting a Variance for the reduction of the
           10         required 30-foot rear yard setback lagoon for
           11         approximately 345 square feet encroachment for a
           12         proposed hot tub, steps, and deck addition/
           13         reconfiguration of the existing nonconforming
           14         rear deck at 54 Surfwatch Drive, TMS No.
           15         207-07-00-044.
           16                  Per Charleston County records, the
           17         residence was originally constructed in 1978,
           18         demolished in 2006, and rebuilt in the same
           19         footprint in 2006.  Since the residence was built
           20         in the same footprint, no variances were
           21         required.
           22                  Mr. Ennis purchased the property in
           23         2011.  The subject property and surrounding
           24         properties are located in the R1 Residential
           25         Zoning District within the Developed Lands of
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            1         Kiawah Island.  The subject property is bordered
            2         by a lagoon to the east.
            3                  The Town of Kiawah Island Land Use
            4         Planning & Zoning Ordinance requires a 25-foot
            5         front yard setback, a 30-foot side yard setback
            6         lagoon, and a 30-foot rear yard setback lagoon
            7         with a allowed maximum lot coverage of 33
            8         percent.  The existing lot coverage is 31.8
            9         percent, and the applicant proposes to increase
           10         the lot coverage to 33 percent.  The subject
           11         property is 14,337.6 square feet or 0.33 acres in
           12         size.
           13                  The applicant's Letter of Intent
           14         explains, quote, our proposed home improvement
           15         and Variance request is to increase the size of
           16         the outdoor deck space in back of the house, end
           17         quote.
           18                  The Kiawah Island Architectural Review
           19         Board, KIARB, indicates, quote, the setback
           20         Variance for the deck extension and the spa and
           21         the setback is approved given the unusual lot
           22         configuration and adjustments to limit the impact
           23         on neighboring properties.
           24                  A site visit was conducted on March 3,
           25         2016, at which time the following determinations
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            1         were made regarding the Approval Criteria for
            2         Variances as stated in Chapter 12 of the Town of
            3         Kiawah Island Land Use Planning and Zoning
            4         Ordinance, Article II, Division 5, Section
            5         12-163.(4).
            6                  Staff findings:  The BZA may grant a
            7         Variance only if exceptional circumstances exist
            8         and where practical difficulty or unnecessary
            9         hardship is so substantial, serious, and
           10         compelling that relaxation of the general
           11         restrictions ought to be granted.  No Variance
           12         shall be granted unless the applicant shall show
           13         and the BZA shall find that:
           14                  Section 12.1634.(a):  There are
           15         extraordinary and exceptional conditions
           16         pertaining to the particular piece of property.
           17                  Staff's response:  There may be
           18         extraordinary and exceptional conditions
           19         pertaining to the property due to the narrow,
           20         irregular shape of the lot, the required 30-foot
           21         side and rear yard setbacks from the property
           22         line adjacent to the lagoon, and legal
           23         nonconforming status of the existing deck that
           24         encroaches into the required setback.
           25                  The existing footprint was established
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            1         in 1978 per Charleston County records.  In
            2         addition, the applicant's Letter of Intent
            3         contends, quote, the house is built on an
            4         irregular lot which limits lot coverage to below
            5         33 percent due to the required setbacks.  With
            6         the proposed deck extension, lot coverage will
            7         increase to the permitted 33 percent.  However,
            8         due to the shape of the lot, a Variance is
            9         necessary for any work to be done on the
           10         property, end quote.
           11                  Criteria B:  These conditions do not
           12         generally apply to other property in the
           13         vicinity.
           14                  Staff's response:  These conditions may
           15         not generally apply to other properties in the
           16         vicinity.  Existing structures in the vicinity
           17         may or may not have similar encroachments based
           18         on current setback standards, and properties in
           19         the vicinity are square or rectangle in shape.
           20                  Criteria C:  Because of these
           21         conditions, the application of this Ordinance to
           22         the particular piece of property would
           23         effectively prohibit or unreasonably restrict the
           24         utilization of the property.
           25                  Staff's response:  The application of
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            1         this Ordinance to 54 Surfwatch Drive would
            2         prohibit the reconfiguration of the deck because
            3         the entire deck is located within the 30-foot
            4         lagoon setback.  However, it does not
            5         unreasonably restrict the utilization of the
            6         property.
            7                  Criteria D:  The authorization of a
            8         Variance will not be of substantial detriment to
            9         adjacent property or to the public good, and the
           10         character of the Zoning District will not be
           11         harmed by the granting of the Variance.
           12                  Staff's response:  The authorization of
           13         this Variance may not be of substantial detriment
           14         to the adjacent properties or to the public good.
           15         The applicant's Letter of Intent contends, in
           16         quote, the requested Variance for the deck
           17         extension and hot tub will not in any way
           18         negatively impact the natural beauty of the lot.
           19         The extension is not visible from the street and
           20         will only be visible to one neighboring house.
           21         Appropriate landscaping will be completed to
           22         ensure that the extension fits within the
           23         surroundings as well as the current house, end
           24         quote.
           25                  Therefore, the character of the Variance
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            1         may not harm the character of the R1 Zoning
            2         District.  Therefore, the granting of this
            3         Variance may not harm the character of the R1
            4         Zoning District.
            5                  Criteria E:  The Board of Zoning Appeals
            6         shall not grant a Variance the effect of which
            7         would be to allow the establishment of a use not
            8         otherwise permitted in a Zoning District, to
            9         extend physically a nonconforming use of land, or
           10         to change the Zoning District boundaries shown on
           11         the official zoning map.
           12                  Staff's response:  Granting of this
           13         Variance would not allow the establishment of a
           14         use not otherwise permitted in the Zoning
           15         District, extend physically a nonconforming use
           16         of land, or change the Zoning District
           17         boundaries.
           18                  Criteria F:  The fact that property may
           19         be utilized more profitably should a Variance be
           20         granted may not be considered grounds for a
           21         Variance.
           22                  Staff's Response:  The BZA may not
           23         consider profitability when considering this
           24         Variance request.
           25                  Criteria G:  The need for the Variance
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            1         shall not be the result of the applicant's own
            2         actions.
            3                  Staff's response:  The need for the
            4         Variance may be the result of the applicant's own
            5         actions.  Since the existing rear deck is a
            6         nonconforming structure, the existing footprint
            7         could be maintained without the need for a
            8         Variance.
            9                  Criteria H:  Granting the Variance will
           10         not be contrary to the public or neighborhood
           11         interests nor will not adversely affect other
           12         property in the vicinity, nor interfere with the
           13         harmony, spirit, intent, and purpose of these
           14         regulations.
           15                  Staff's response:  Granting of this
           16         Variance may not be contrary to the public or
           17         neighborhood interests, may not adversely affect
           18         other property in the vicinity, nor interfere
           19         with the harmony, spirit, intent, and purpose of
           20         these regulations.  On December 6, 2015, the
           21         KIARB approved the Variance, in quote, given the
           22         unusual lot configuration and adjustments to
           23         limit the impact on neighboring properties, end
           24         quote.
           25                  Criteria I:  Granting of the Variance
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            1         does not substantially conflict with the
            2         Comprehensive Plan or the purposes of this
            3         Ordinance.
            4                  Staff's response:  Granting of this
            5         Variance may not substantially conflict with the
            6         Comprehensive Plan or the purposes of the
            7         Ordinance because the request does not exceed the
            8         allowed maximum lot coverage of 33 percent.
            9                  The BZA action:  The Board of Zoning
           10         Appeals may approve, approve with conditions, or
           11         deny the case based on the BZA's finding of fact
           12         unless additional information is deemed necessary
           13         to make an informed decision.
           14                  And like Charlie mentioned earlier, we
           15         did receive an email today; and it was basically
           16         an email in opposition.  So I don't see that
           17         person here present, but Miss Ledher.
           18                  MR. LARSEN:  Diane Ledher.
           19                  MS. WERKING:  Ledher at 306 Palm
           20         Warbler.
           21                  MR. LARSEN:  And is Palm -- anybody know
           22         where it is?  If it's close to Surfwatch?
           23                  DR. PARKER:  Yeah.  It's directly across
           24         the back of that property.
           25                  MR. LARSEN:  Oh, it is.
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            1                  DR. PARKER:  I went out there actually
            2         this afternoon and went and looked at that from
            3         across on Palm Warbler.  You can't see that house
            4         at all.
            5                  I then walked that part that's on the
            6         golf course there.  You can't see that house from
            7         the golf course anywhere.  The only house that
            8         you can see -- you can see this property from is
            9         from 65 Surfwatch in which it's the back side of
           10         the garage and the blind side of the house that's
           11         already screened by very heavy foliage.
           12                  MR. LARSEN:  Our newest member is
           13         already making the chairman look bad.
           14                  MR. FARABEE:  But Diane's letter doesn't
           15         proclaim to be -- in fact, her -- it was
           16         anyone --
           17                  MR. LARSEN:  I was just curious if -- if
           18         it was someone without a dog in the fight was my
           19         only point.
           20                  MR. HACKER:  I assume everyone else of
           21         interest has a copy of the Diane Ledher's letter
           22         so that we don't have to have it read into the
           23         minutes.
           24                  MS. WERKING:  Right.
           25                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.
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            1                  MR. ENNIS:  Do we get a copy of that
            2         or --
            3                  MS. WERKING:  It should be in that
            4         packet.
            5                  MR. FARABEE:  Here, I don't need this
            6         copy.  Here, I have a copy.  (Indicating.)
            7                  MR. ENNIS:  Thank you very much.
            8                  MR. LARSEN:  There's a point on here I'd
            9         like to point out.  The last line that she --
           10         well, what she talks about, it says, if we are
           11         supposed do whatever the Staff says.
           12                  MR. HACKER:  I think that I would rather
           13         have the questions for Staff first --
           14                  MR. LARSEN:  Okay.
           15                  MR. HACKER:  -- before we discuss the --
           16         the -- and also give anybody else interest and
           17         time to read through it.
           18                  Any other questions of Jenny?
           19                  MR. FARABEE:  I have a couple.
           20                  MS. WERKING:  All right.
           21                  MR. FARABEE:  I don't see anywhere in
           22         your -- in the Staff review where it says how
           23         many feet the proposed addition encroaches into
           24         the 30-foot setback.
           25                  MS. WERKING:  Do y'all have that?  Do
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            1         you know that?
            2                  MR. FARABEE:  It's in the -- in another
            3         letter I think we got from the architect but not
            4         your information, nor is there anything in there
            5         that says --
            6                  MS. WERKING:  I think this was 15-foot.
            7                  MR. FARABEE:  -- how the existing
            8         nonconforming structure sits into the setback.
            9                  MS. WERKING:  Right.
           10                  MR. FARABEE:  It's almost impossible to
           11         read these numbers on the side chart here, but it
           12         looks like when I went out there and looked; and
           13         the house is practically in the pond itself.
           14         It's 8, 9, 7-feet.  Something like that.  7 or 8
           15         feet.
           16                  MR. LARSEN:  As you're standing at the
           17         pond looking, the left part that's already there
           18         is closer than the encroachment.
           19                  MR. FARABEE:  Right.  The nonconforming
           20         part is already closer.  Right.  But -- and also
           21         do you -- do you have any information with regard
           22         to how much of the house and how much of the
           23         existing structure is in the setback in square
           24         feet?
           25                  MS. WERKING:  No.  That was not
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            1         provided; but I do know that, yeah, that number,
            2         the 15-foot 7 inches, that's correct.  It scales
            3         out to be 15-foot.
            4                  MR. LARSEN:  The second page, you can
            5         see the line going across.
            6                  MR. FARABEE:  Yeah.  I saw the lines,
            7         but I'm just saying I don't have any -- I can't
            8         figure out what the square footage is, nor is
            9         there anyone to tell me once -- if this is
           10         approved, what the total amount of encroachment
           11         within the 30-foot would --
           12                  MS. WERKING:  No.  I don't have that
           13         information.
           14                  MR. FARABEE:  You don't have it at all?
           15                  MS. WERKING:  Hu-huh, hu-huh.
           16                  MR. HACKER:  I think that's going to be
           17         the questions that we would ask the -- the
           18         architect or --
           19                  MR. FARABEE:  Is the architect here?
           20                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  (Indicating.)
           21                  MR. FARABEE:  Okay.  I'll wait for that
           22         then.  Thank you.
           23                  MR. HACKER:  Any other questions of
           24         Jenny?
           25                           (No response.)
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            1                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.  Then I think that we
            2         should then, before we discuss this, have the
            3         property owner or representative speak.  Come up
            4         to the podium and state your name and address and
            5         explain yourself, and then we can ask you
            6         questions.
            7                  MR. ENNIS:  Explain yourself.  So good
            8         afternoon.  Thanks, everybody.
            9                  I know that several of you were out at
           10         the house this weekend and today.  I think I
           11         scared Mike when I was vacuuming my garage and
           12         popped the door open, and he was standing right
           13         there; but, nevertheless, I appreciate your time.
           14                  MR. LARSEN:  One of your neighbors was
           15         very suspicious of me when I was looking around
           16         so --
           17                  MR. ENNIS:  That might have been my
           18         daughter actually.
           19                  So, you know, I think that the whole
           20         application is -- has been like a year-and-a-half
           21         in the works with the ARB to work on -- on
           22         creating an outdoor living space that we could
           23         utilize as part of the house without negatively
           24         impacting the island, our neighbors, any of those
           25         types of things.
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            1                  And -- and the real reason we had to
            2         work on it was because of the shape of that lot.
            3         It's, as you know, when you've been out there,
            4         it's very shallow.  It does have a lagoon in the
            5         backyard and -- and the road in the front yard
            6         and -- and it sits -- it's impossible to do
            7         anything there without getting a Variance of some
            8         sort.
            9                  The -- so we worked on -- on
           10         alternatives from kind of shrinking the size of
           11         the driveway and -- and then putting like a guest
           12         house out there with a fireplace and hot tub and
           13         that kind of stuff, which really was much more
           14         impactful than -- than just kind of a deck
           15         extension and -- and so we -- after we had done
           16         that alternative, we -- we started working on
           17         this one.
           18                  And this is what we've come up with, and
           19         I think that it is -- it definitely improves the
           20         living space for us and the enjoyment of -- of
           21         Kiawah Island.  And I think that we've done a
           22         really nice job of minimizing any impact on the
           23         community, you know.  I think that to
           24         Dr. Parker's point, the only people that can see
           25         it are our neighbors and -- and they don't have
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            1         an issue with it.
            2                  And the house is very secluded.  So if
            3         we go ahead with this, no one's really going to
            4         notice it from the road or from any of their
            5         houses.
            6                  Did I use my full two minutes?
            7                  MR. HACKER:  We'll give you the leeway
            8         there.
            9                  MR. ENNIS:  Okay.  But I'm sure there
           10         will be questions, and Kevan can kind of talk
           11         about the architecture.
           12                  MR. FARABEE:  Can I ask a question?
           13         Since you brought it up, why did you reject
           14         putting the hot tub on the existing deck?
           15                  MR. ENNIS:  So it just -- there isn't
           16         enough room.  Like it actually -- hot tub right
           17         now, the way that it's built, goes right over top
           18         of the existing stairs; and then we move the
           19         stairs to kind of closer to the walkway itself.
           20                  MR. LARSEN:  Well, following up on Ben's
           21         question, if you just took where the line of the
           22         house, the stairs, and went straight to the end
           23         of the house, wouldn't you have enough room for a
           24         hot tub there without the additional -- I don't
           25         know.  8 feet or so?  I can't tell how much that
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            1         line is there.  (Indicating.)
            2                  MR. ENNIS:  So from the stairs it goes
            3         up 4 feet.  If we came in 4 feet from that,
            4         the -- you essentially would have two decks.  The
            5         one --
            6                  MR. LARSEN:  I'm saying you take it all
            7         up to that level.  The level on -- on the -- on
            8         this part of your house, isn't that the same as
            9         the level here?  (Indicating.)
           10                  I'm saying you take this line straight
           11         across here from the house where the stairs are,
           12         wouldn't you have enough room there for the hot
           13         tub?  (Indicating.)  With -- without the -- what
           14         I'm trying to do is to bring the line straight
           15         across so that you don't need that extra 100 and
           16         whatever feet that might be.
           17                  MR. ENNIS:  So -- so right now -- can I
           18         draw on it for a second?
           19                  MR. LARSEN:  Sure.
           20                  MR. ENNIS:  The hot tub itself goes
           21         right here.  (Indicating.)  So if I move that
           22         into here, you essentially make it two decks,
           23         make it here and here.  (Indicating.)
           24                  MR. LARSEN:  Oh, I see what you're
           25         saying, because you couldn't get by.
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            1                  MR. ENNIS:  So that's why I did start
            2         the hot tub right over the top of the deck or
            3         right over the top of the stairs, but it still
            4         has to throw it over to fit it all in.
            5                  DR. PARKER:  If I look at A105 here, it
            6         looks to me like it's not just a hot tub; but you
            7         also want to do an outdoor kitchen fireplace
            8         sitting area.
            9                  MR. ENNIS:  Yes.  Just the grill is
           10         going to be out there, and there will be a
           11         fireplace as well.
           12                  DR. PARKER:  Okay.
           13                  MR. HACKER:  I think one of the things
           14         that we are looking around here is that usually
           15         we have Variances are granted that are a small
           16         portion because something's angular, the
           17         property's a funny shape.  So we need another 75
           18         square feet or 50 square feet.
           19                  This, you know, 345 square feet, it's
           20         bigger than -- it's a 25 by 14 room.  I mean,
           21         this is a big addition that you're putting on out
           22         here and asking for the whole thing to be a
           23         Variance.  That -- that's, I think, the very
           24         burdensome problem here.
           25                  MR. ENNIS:  So actually I don't think
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            1         the whole thing is a Variance; right?  It's only
            2         from -- there's 11.6 feet of it that is further
            3         from the setback; is that right?
            4                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Well, the square
            5         footage you're talking about is.  That's what
            6         we're requesting, you know, the total footprint
            7         that we're changing is part of that; but part of
            8         that is tearing off part of the existing deck,
            9         part of the existing stair.
           10                  MR. HACKER:  Do you have a -- do you
           11         speak -- I would like to know what part you're
           12         giving back so that it's not 345 'cause that's
           13         usually --
           14                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Do I need to stand at
           15         the --
           16                  MR. HACKER:  Give your name.
           17                  MR. FARABEE:  I don't know what you
           18         you're referring to; but I don't think that's in
           19         the plan, is it?  Isn't that information that we
           20         received?  What you just said?  Well, go ahead
           21         and say it again.
           22                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  My name is Kevan
           23         Hoertdoerfer, architect for the owner.  And I'm
           24         happy to answer questions, happy to talk briefly
           25         about what you've been presented, which might
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            1         shed some clarity.
            2                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.  I was just talking
            3         about the 345 square foot and how much additional
            4         it is; and then you mentioned, you said, "Well,
            5         some of it's a give back."  So that's what I'd
            6         like to know.  What's the give back?  So what's
            7         the net number that we're -- if it's not 345 --
            8                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Then that number that
            9         we're adding is 345.
           10                  MR. HACKER:  And then are you taking
           11         anything away?
           12                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Well, that's --
           13                  MR. HACKER:  In other words, are you
           14         chopping off the left end of the -- the porch so
           15         that you're giving back something to get
           16         something on the right end?
           17                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Correct.  So part of
           18         the deck that we're removing, the stairs that
           19         we're removing, we're including in the additional
           20         deck that we're providing; but those numbers
           21         aren't calculated to the additional lot coverage
           22         because they're currently part of the lot
           23         coverage calculation.
           24                  MR. HACKER:  I don't think I still have
           25         the answer.
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            1                  MR. FARABEE:  I know.  I don't --
            2                  MR. HACKER:  In other words, are you --
            3         if it's less than 345 square feet that are net
            4         being added, I'd like to know what that number
            5         is.
            6                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  I'm not saying it's
            7         less than that.
            8                  MR. CLAWSON:  It's 345 because the steps
            9         you're removing are already in the footprint.
           10                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Correct.
           11                  MR. CLAWSON:  So you can't remove those.
           12         It's 345 net.
           13                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Correct.
           14                  MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.  I think with the new
           15         stairs, that area's 345.
           16                  MR. HACKER:  I can see what it is.  I'm
           17         just looking at it, you know, what it looks like.
           18         It's a huge addition to put in -- the hot tub is
           19         kind of inconsequential.  It's the fireplace and
           20         the cooking area of the --
           21                  MR. LARSEN:  We're trying to look for a
           22         smaller addition there than what is there.
           23                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Part of the way that
           24         we approached this, this is an irregular-shaped
           25         lot.  The footprint of the house was from the
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            1         1970s when the setbacks off the lagoon were
            2         probably 5 feet.
            3                  So, in essence, you've got a third of
            4         this footprint and house and deck, if not more,
            5         that's over the current setback requirements both
            6         on the ride side and on the lagoon side.  So
            7         really this -- this piece of property is
            8         unbuildable by today's standards on Kiawah.  You
            9         couldn't put a house on there and meet the
           10         minimum square footage requirements.
           11                  And so in -- with that in mind, we're
           12         trying to, you know.  We're doing as minimal
           13         impact as possible and still trying to keep the
           14         character and the quality of the home the same.
           15         As the owners, you know, as Rich mentioned, we
           16         did look at other alternatives.  We talked to the
           17         ARB probably over the course of a year-and-a-
           18         half about finding a good compromise.
           19                  But this really is trying to keep this
           20         as compact as possible, making it a viable
           21         outdoor living space for anybody that would want
           22         to live on Kiawah; and it's not -- the other
           23         thing I wanted to point out is just a couple of
           24         the points that Jenny Werking made, which were
           25         the -- the Variance is not -- doesn't adversely
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            1         affect other properties in the vicinity both from
            2         the zoning standpoint and from a visibility
            3         standpoint, and we're still not over the 33
            4         percent lot coverage as a maximum.
            5                  So -- and we kept those in mind in going
            6         through the process.  I mean, 33 percent was the
            7         maximum that was the -- there's no way that we
            8         would even want to go over that; and since we're
            9         so close already, we tried to, you know, again,
           10         find that balance between keeping it under 33
           11         percent but utilizing it so it was a functioning
           12         outdoor deck space.
           13                  MR. FARABEE:  Can you answer my earlier
           14         question?  How much of the house is in the 35 --
           15         square feet of the house is in the 30-foot
           16         setback?
           17                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  I don't have that
           18         number.  I can give you a best guess estimate.
           19                  MR. FARABEE:  Let's hear it.
           20                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  I'd have to look at
           21         my drawings.
           22                  MR. FARABEE:  And of the present deck
           23         that is into the 30-foot -- square foot of that,
           24         so I'm looking for a total number that's going
           25         into the 30-foot setback, the square feet.
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            1                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Yeah.  The present
            2         deck is -- thanks.
            3                  MS. WERKING:  It's all of the deck.
            4                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Right.  The present
            5         deck is 21 feet 8 inches over the -- in the
            6         setback so --
            7                  MR. FARABEE:  So it's in 21 feet of the
            8         30 feet?
            9                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Yes.  So, I mean,
           10         we're 8 feet, plus or minus, or a little over 8
           11         feet from the -- from the actual property line.
           12                  MR. FARABEE:  The house is in it 22
           13         feet.
           14                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  The house is closer
           15         than that.  The corner of the house is 6 feet off
           16         the property line.  So we are 24 feet -- a little
           17         less than 24 feet in from the setback on the
           18         corner of the house.
           19                  MR. FARABEE:  In the setback.  Yeah.
           20         See, you talk about -- it is -- it is a funny-
           21         shaped lot, but we're not -- we're not here to
           22         make all lots buildable and to put any structure
           23         you want to put on it.  See, that's the thing.
           24         You've got so much already that's into the
           25         setback, and now you're coming back and asking
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            1         for more.  We want more of this into the setback.
            2                  And I just think it's an unreasonable
            3         request in that the -- since you've already got
            4         so much, you've ignored the setbacks.  I
            5         understand it was built before the setbacks were
            6         in place.  I understand that.
            7                  But now that the setbacks are in place,
            8         there's still that we can't ignore.
            9                  MR. ENNIS:  I don't think we're ignoring
           10         the setbacks.  We've spent a year-and-a-half
           11         working on this to try and make it -- to minimize
           12         the impact on the whole thing.  So is it -- is it
           13         a Variance?  Setbacks?  Absolutely.  Completely
           14         understand that; but we have spent a lot of time,
           15         effort, and money trying to get it right.
           16                  MR. FARABEE:  But this lot hasn't
           17         changed its shape.  Okay.  The lot was the same
           18         shape when you bought it.
           19                  MR. ENNIS:  That's true.
           20                  MR. FARABEE:  Nothing's contained in
           21         that, except you want to push, push, push into
           22         the setback.  I understand you want to make it
           23         nicer, but I don't -- I can't understand why you
           24         can't make some other accommodations like
           25         this rule was trying to get you to look at.
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            1                  MR. HACKER:  I think that maybe rather
            2         than asking the owners this, I'd like to ask the
            3         ARB why they encouraged them to make such a big
            4         addition.  So I'd like to hear from the ARB.
            5                  MS. LOONEY:  Okay.  Barbara Looney,
            6         Assistant Director of the ARB.
            7                  As Mr. Ennis mentioned, they originally
            8         came to us.  If you're looking at the site plan,
            9         you'll see the guest parking area of the
           10         driveway.  They originally came with a guest
           11         house there to provide additional living space,
           12         outdoor living space.
           13                  The ARB felt that was too impactful and
           14         asked them to reconsider other means that they
           15         could add some living space, indoor/outdoor, what
           16         have you, to their home if they felt that they
           17         needed it that would be less impactful.
           18                  The Board recognized that they did have
           19         some buildable area at -- outside the driveway
           20         that's -- because of the lot shape, it's kind of
           21         a triangle over there.  It's not maximized.  It's
           22         buildable area as far as it's under the 33
           23         percent lot coverage.  And so the Board had asked
           24         if, you know, is there a way to make it -- a deck
           25         space that meets their needs that's least
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            1         impactful to the neighborhood?
            2                  And if you look at the plan --
            3                  MR. LARSEN:  So the Board asked the
            4         Ennises if --
            5                  MS. LOONEY:  To, you know, the Board
            6         said no to the guest house and asked on repeated
            7         occasions if the -- if they needed additional
            8         outdoor living or living space, if it could
            9         reduce the impact to the neighbors -- neighbors
           10         of the property.  And the Ennises and their team
           11         continued to work with -- so what you're seeing,
           12         although I realize it's very impactful, it is
           13         significantly reduced from what they originally
           14         requested.
           15                  I'm going to point out a couple of
           16         things that will help explain the ARB's position
           17         as well.  If you look on the exterior elevation,
           18         A201.  This -- does everybody have that?
           19                  MR. LARSEN:  Which page was that?
           20                  MR. HACKER:  A201.
           21                  MS. LOONEY:  This is the front of the
           22         house, what everybody sees on Surfwatch as they
           23         fly by.  This is the rear elevation here.  You
           24         can see they have the area of modification
           25         bubbled.  The little chimney was brought down in
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            1         height.  That area is -- that they're adding is
            2         about here.  It's hard to see my finger.  The --
            3         the area that they're adding is here.
            4         (Indicating.)
            5                  Their actual interior wise, their living
            6         spaces, are down here.  (Indicating.)  So
            7         their -- their part of the -- I think your
            8         question was why -- maybe that was Ron's
            9         question -- was why were they not removing deck
           10         space down here?  (Indicating.)  That was a
           11         request the Board had actually -- the ARB Board
           12         had made, and there was a concern about the
           13         disconnect from the interior to the exterior
           14         living spaces.
           15                  Additionally, if you go to their plan --
           16         let's see.
           17                  DR. PARKER:  Can I just -- point of
           18         clarification?  Are you saying that keeping the
           19         existing deck allows them to then have ingress
           20         and egress off the back of their house through
           21         that door that --
           22                  MS. LOONEY:  It allows both doors and a
           23         visual connection between their interior living
           24         space and their exterior.
           25                  DR. PARKER:  So if we took that away,
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            1         they would lose that ability to access from --
            2                  MS. LOONEY:  They have multiple -- you
            3         can see there.  They have multiple access points,
            4         but these are actually bedrooms that they're
            5         adding in front of.  So, you know, the -- the
            6         family/living room, whatever you call it, is down
            7         on the -- the left-hand side on the interior.
            8                  And so they're choosing to add in a --
            9         where it's least impactful, and that happens to
           10         be in front of two bedrooms; but there were
           11         conversations with the ARB in this year-long
           12         process about, you know, if they do add, where is
           13         it least impactful and that's -- you know, having
           14         an outdoor living space in front of your bedrooms
           15         is not ideal, but that was thought to be the most
           16         helpful as far as the impact on the neighbors.
           17                  Also want to point out that the
           18         footprints of that existing deck, which Kevan had
           19         labeled somewhere in here, if you look at the
           20         existing deck -- let me go back to that.
           21                  On A101, these numbers are hard to read.
           22         They're right down here.  (Indicating.)  He's
           23         pulled off the dimensions.  This at the widest
           24         point.  The deck is 10 feet deep.  Do y'all see
           25         that?  And it -- the narrow point right now,
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            1         which is outside of those two guest bedrooms, you
            2         can see those two guest bedrooms.
            3                  Outside of there, it's only 6 feet deep.
            4         So it's not a -- it's not like it's a huge deck.
            5         It's long, but it's not deep; and for those of us
            6         that have long narrow porches, you know that
            7         those aren't always as usable as their square
            8         footage might seem.
            9                  And so what they're doing, they're
           10         taking that 6 feet and increasing it to 14.  And,
           11         again, there were significant reductions to the
           12         impact.  There is a tree growth between -- that's
           13         across the pond between the pond and the golf
           14         course.  There are neighbors out there, whether
           15         that's the neighbor that wrote in or not, there
           16         are some neighbors that might have very limited
           17         views.
           18                  They're going to install glass railings,
           19         if I'm not mistaken.  They're doing, you know, as
           20         much as they can to minimize the impact on the
           21         neighbors; and the ARB felt that the extent that
           22         they were going through to create functional
           23         space while minimizing impact on both the
           24         neighbors and the island was sufficient.
           25                  MR. FARABEE:  What's the impact on the
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            1         pond?  The runoff, et cetera?  What's being done
            2         to protect that?
            3                  MS. LOONEY:  The -- there will obviously
            4         be some landscape done in that -- in the area
            5         when it's redone.  Our landscape coordinator will
            6         look at the grading and the, you know, when that
            7         full proposal comes in to minimize the impact to
            8         the pond.  They do have to stay 10 feet from the
            9         pond.  I know the house is actually closer than
           10         that, but that's a general rule.
           11                  MR. LARSEN:  And isn't the -- whichever
           12         corner that is, the right corner as you're
           13         looking at the pond, within less than that
           14         already?
           15                  MS. LOONEY:  Yes.  Now, I do want to
           16         point out the pond is not the property line.  The
           17         property line is -- the pond is beyond the
           18         property line.  Yes.  The pond is beyond the
           19         property line.  They're close, but it's not
           20         exact.
           21                  A lot of people think of the pond as the
           22         property line; but there will be, you know, the
           23         runoff and our landscape coordinator reviewed it
           24         as part of this review process, and that didn't
           25         raise a concern.
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            1                  MR. FARABEE:  And so -- but the -- you
            2         say the landscaping is TBD?
            3                  MS. LOONEY:  The landscaping is TBD; but
            4         as part of the submittal, it will be not only
            5         landscaping but grading.
            6                  MR. FARABEE:  But it's all downhill now.
            7                  MS. LOONEY:  It is, and the ponds were
            8         built to be the drainage system for the island
            9         so --
           10                  MR. FARABEE:  But not the erosion.
           11                  MS. LOONEY:  No, but there will be --
           12         the landscaper will include anything to prevent
           13         erosion.  Are you referring to during
           14         construction or --
           15                  MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, a little bit.  It
           16         looks to me like there's nothing there now.
           17                  MS. LOONEY:  The -- any time there's an
           18         addition to the rear side of the home, we look
           19         for landscape to be brought into compliance; and
           20         that will include plantings not only along the
           21         deck but also along the pond edge if they're
           22         absent now or if the deer ate them.
           23                  MR. FARABEE:  So you're saying that the
           24         landscaping can't come within 10 feet, closer
           25         than 10 feet?
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            1                  MS. LOONEY:  No.  The landscaping can.
            2         The deck itself.
            3                  MR. FARABEE:  All right.  Okay.
            4                  MS. LOONEY:  There are a lot that are
            5         more than that; but as they're being redone,
            6         they're being pulled off the pond.
            7                  MR. LARSEN:  I can appreciate the ARB
            8         not wanting to say no and working with the
            9         property owner; but just because someone comes to
           10         you with a plan that is very impactful and you
           11         try to come up with something less impactful and
           12         say yes to it, the BZA has to be the bad guy
           13         instead of the ARB.
           14                  MS. LOONEY:  I understand.  You have
           15         very different criteria.  The ARB does not have
           16         your criteria.
           17                  MR. CLAWSON:  In 2006 the plans had to
           18         come in for the approval of this teardown and
           19         rebuilding.
           20                  MS. LOONEY:  Yes.
           21                  MR. CLAWSON:  Just your opinion, do you
           22         think the ARB would have approved this plan as it
           23         exists right now?  As it's being proposed now?
           24                  MS. LOONEY:  Generally when the Board
           25         approves a Variance, that's one of the questions
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            1         they ask.  Would it have been approved when it
            2         came in, whether that was in 2006 or 1978.  So
            3         that's always a question the Board -- the Board
            4         asks.
            5                  MR. CLAWSON:  So they would have, most
            6         likely, approved this even back then.
            7                  MS. LOONEY:  Yes.
            8                  MR. LARSEN:  With a bigger footprint,
            9         look at all the ones that have been turned down
           10         with the bigger footprint.
           11                  MS. LOONEY:  For?
           12                  MR. LARSEN:  From one -- if you build
           13         out of the footprint --
           14                  MS. LOONEY:  In this case the Board
           15         members felt like this was not an unreasonable
           16         request for the size of the deck and the lot
           17         configuration.
           18                  MR. LARSEN:  Wow.
           19                  MR. FARABEE:  I agree for the size of
           20         the lot, but the shape of the lot is -- makes it
           21         unreasonable, not the size of the lot, but the
           22         shape of the lot.  And that's the -- if that --
           23         if you ignored that, I think you ignored a big
           24         factor.  But that was your decision, not ours
           25         so --
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            1                  MS. LOONEY:  Do you have any other
            2         questions?
            3                  MR. HACKER:  Thank you, Barbara.
            4                  MS. LOONEY:  Thank you.  I have -- I
            5         have the -- all the original stuff.  Thank you.
            6                  MR. HACKER:  Anyone have any additional
            7         questions?  Comments?
            8                  MR. FARABEE:  I want Sally.  Sally, this
            9         is Ben Farabee.
           10                  MS. RHOAD:  Yes.
           11                  MR. FARABEE:  In the Diane Ledher
           12         letter, on the fifth bullet point, says,
           13         "Requirements clearly state the BZA shall not
           14         grant a Variance," dash dash dash, "to extend
           15         physically a nonconforming use of land.  This
           16         request clearly does that."
           17                  Would you clarify that for the Board in
           18         terms of what that says, or what the full context
           19         of it says?
           20                  MS. RHOAD:  Well, I mean, I guess it
           21         says what y'all think it says.  Because we
           22         haven't ever, you know.  We don't have any, you
           23         know, comments from, you know, from council when
           24         they, you know.  When they write legislation
           25         sometimes up in Columbia, they'll give you
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            1         comments interpreting things.  We don't have
            2         that.  So it means whatever the people on the BZA
            3         think it means.
            4                  MS. WERKING:  I mean, the way I answer
            5         that section as a nonconforming use would be, say
            6         it's a business in a residential district.  So
            7         they're -- while it is a nonconforming structure,
            8         I wouldn't classify this as a nonconforming use.
            9         The use of the land is residential.  So like, in
           10         my opinion, it meets that criteria.  I don't
           11         agree with this interpretation but --
           12                  MR. LARSEN:  I put an X on four of the
           13         paragraphs that she -- because there have been --
           14         this is not a requirement of ours.
           15                  MR. HACKER:  It is not.
           16                  MR. FARABEE:  But that was my question.
           17         That was my question.  Is it a requirement?
           18                  MR. HACKER:  No.
           19                  MR. LARSEN:  Because -- and it gets to,
           20         if you look at the last line under Staff findings
           21         where it says, "No Variance shall be granted
           22         unless the applicant shall show and the BZA shall
           23         find."
           24                  Well, we -- we may not find the same
           25         way, the same thing the Staff finds; and one of
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            1         the things in the meeting a year-and-a-half ago
            2         in the training session was being reasonable
            3         is -- is out there somewhere, even though it's
            4         not in the -- what we are considering.
            5                  At the same time, this is -- this is not
            6         what's guiding us in terms of just because it
            7         was -- we have approved the 5 feet and 10 feet
            8         before when there's been a special -- a special
            9         situation as we interpret it.
           10                  MR. CLAWSON:  You read the beginning of
           11         that, it's exceptional circumstances; and it's
           12         how you want to define "exceptional
           13         circumstances."  The ARB defined exceptional
           14         circumstances because of this lot, and then you
           15         have to go on the next to the practical
           16         difficulty or the unnecessary hardship.
           17                  And that's where I find that the
           18         challenge is coming.  It's not -- I'm comfortable
           19         saying this is an exceptional circumstance with
           20         this lot.  It's extremely unusual; but the
           21         practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship is
           22         so substantial, serious, and compelling, that's
           23         the part that I -- there needs to be a better
           24         argument for that.
           25                  MR. BRADEN:  And I've got a similar
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            1         issue with G on page --
            2                  MR. LARSEN:  Well, G has been an eternal
            3         issue.
            4                  MR. BRADEN:  Yeah.  Well, it's very
            5         clear that it impacts this project 'cause it
            6         could -- we interpret -- we've been interpreting
            7         things differently, but this one is so clear what
            8         it says.  I don't see how you can approve it.
            9                  MR. LARSEN:  Except we're not in the
           10         discussion of approval yet, I don't think.
           11                  MR. HACKER:  No.  Once we don't have
           12         anymore questions, then we close the -- that part
           13         and then get into discussion about a motion once
           14         it's on the floor.
           15                  So if there's no other comments from the
           16         floor or questions from us?
           17                           (No response.)
           18                  MR. HACKER:  Then I will say we will
           19         close the discussion period and open our meeting
           20         for a motion.
           21                  Do I have a motion from anyone?
           22                  MR. LARSEN:  I will move that the
           23         Variance not be granted because it does not seem
           24         to be such an unnecessary hardship that is so
           25         substantially, serious, and compelling and the
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            1         amount of the Variance that's being asked for
            2         is -- is substantial.
            3                  MR. HACKER:  Is there a second?
            4                  MR. FARABEE:  Second.
            5                  MR. HACKER:  It's been moved and
            6         seconded we do not approve the Variance.  Now
            7         we're open for discussion.
            8                  Comments?
            9                  MR. LARSEN:  Why don't you finish your
           10         point there, Jack, on --
           11                  MR. BRADEN:  My concern is that the
           12         4.(g), it's very clear that it says the existing
           13         footprint could be maintained without the need
           14         for a Variance.  And based on everything -- the
           15         information that's been presented here, it looks
           16         to me like this does not need to be approved.
           17                  MR. FARABEE:  And I'd just like to add
           18         to that, that I think this is a -- this is an
           19         applicant want and it's a -- as it was pointed
           20         out by Michael, that it's not -- it's not an
           21         unnecessary hardship and it's not a -- certainly
           22         not a substantial, serious, and compelling
           23         hardship that would result in extending this
           24         noncompliance situation even further so --
           25                  DR. PARKER:  Can I just ask a question
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            1         as the new guy?
            2                  MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.
            3                  DR. PARKER:  This, to me, sounds like a
            4         very reasonable request on their part personally.
            5         Having gone out and looked at the property,
            6         looked at that footprint, looked at the taped out
            7         thing, I just don't see that the, you know, the
            8         preservation of this setback on this particular
            9         lot should necessarily stand in the way of them
           10         enjoying Kiawah to the fullest.
           11                  And if you look at that existing deck
           12         that's there right now, I could see where a lot
           13         of things could -- could -- if I was living
           14         there, I would want a lot of things; and I don't
           15         think since it doesn't impact anybody other than
           16         them and their lot, I just don't see what the
           17         issue is.  I'll just get it out there and, you
           18         know.
           19                  MR. LARSEN:  And that's a good example
           20         of what we were taught a year-and-a-half ago at
           21         one of our training sessions is that if we find
           22         something is reasonable, that should somehow work
           23         into the process.  I mean, it's hard when we're
           24         told there are nine things that have to be
           25         approved.
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            1                  DR. PARKER:  This was an OCM, you know,
            2         problem, fine.  I'm all with that.  But this
            3         isn't something that -- it's just been kind of
            4         changed over time.
            5                  MR. LARSEN:  The rules on this should
            6         make us interpret each of these points a little
            7         differently.  It's not -- it's not -- it's not
            8         black or white.  Many of these issues are very
            9         tough.
           10                  MR. CLAWSON:  Going back to Jack's
           11         comment.  We wrestle with G continuously, and it
           12         comes back again how we want to interpret this.
           13                  I choose to interpret the need for the
           14         Variance shall not be the result of the
           15         applicant's own actions as they already did
           16         something, and they came here asking permission
           17         after they've committed the -- done something
           18         that they shouldn't have.
           19                  We would be throwing out everybody if we
           20         looked at this that way.  So I -- I can live with
           21         G and accept it.
           22                  I do -- I still have a problem.  I like
           23         that.  This is an exceptional circumstance; and I
           24         could sit here and make a case that practical
           25         difficulty, allowing to Scott's point, having
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            1         somebody have the ability to make their -- their
            2         home more reasonable and more useful could be
            3         practical difficulty that having something that
            4         is in that situation, that you cannot expand it
            5         to the point where you can make that more
            6         liveable.
            7                  I could live with that and I -- it's
            8         not -- I'm not arguing with you that feel
            9         differently about it, but it all comes back to
           10         how you want to define it.  And I'm comfortable
           11         defining "practical difficulty" as a lot that
           12         was, you know, built or laid out in 1978 or 1976
           13         but that having a homeowner not have the
           14         opportunity to put that small deck addition is, I
           15         think, is -- is reasonable.
           16                  MR. FARABEE:  Well, to answer Scott's
           17         question, most -- I hate to say all applicants
           18         come up with good reasons for doing things.
           19                  DR. PARKER:  Sure.
           20                  MR. FARABEE:  They're well thought out.
           21         There are always reasons to backup why they want
           22         to do things.  And it generally boils down to,
           23         you know, either they want it; or they need it,
           24         or it's -- or it makes good sense to do it.  And
           25         that's our judgment in saying, okay, does it make
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            1         good sense for us?
            2                  And I -- I think that when you're
            3         looking at it, what -- I don't think you can
            4         ignore the condition or the shape of the lot.  I
            5         think that is a restriction.  It's also
            6         restriction on the owners in terms of what they
            7         can come ask for.  If they come ask for it, and
            8         we have to say okay.  I just think this is a
            9         house that has been expanded into this -- this
           10         area.  And now they want more of this area that
           11         has been set aside by the Town.
           12                  And if we continue to -- and we do this
           13         frequently.  We -- we yield on the -- I think we
           14         frequently make judgments on the side of the
           15         applicant more so than we do not in terms of
           16         saying, "Oh, it's a good cause.  They really want
           17         it.  Doesn't hurt anybody else.  Let's go along
           18         to get along sort of thing."  And I just think
           19         that this is a house that is -- sits, the
           20         majority of it, in a noncompliance area.
           21                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  May I make a
           22         clarification?  Might not really matter at all,
           23         but it might.  The footprint of the house and the
           24         deck have never been different than what it is
           25         now.
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            1                  MR. FARABEE:  Are we --
            2                  MR. HACKER:  I'm looking at -- we're in
            3         our session now so we can't --
            4                  MR. HOERTDOERFER:  Yeah, I know.
            5                  MR. HACKER:  But I would like to take it
            6         up, and I can understand there's a hard and fast
            7         type of rule we could look at.  But then when
            8         you're saying the ARB has gone through all the
            9         work of saying, no, you can't build this whole
           10         guest house.  You have to be less impactful.  We
           11         still want to conform to the neighborhood and not
           12         affect other people.
           13                  And they've come up and worked a long
           14         time to get to this point; and I think that you
           15         can take those type of things and say, "Yeah, in
           16         the long run, it's probably better even for the
           17         whole community because we're not going to have a
           18         property that's saying, 'Oh, gees, now what do I
           19         do with my deck?  I have to leave this old one on
           20         here and say why not?'"
           21                  So I feel that there is an exception
           22         that we can deal with here.
           23                  DR. PARKER:  So, you know, what you
           24         said, you know, I read this.  The property's
           25         footprint has never been changed and that these
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            1         people were not the people who built this house
            2         in 2006 on that footprint; and so they bought it
            3         in '11, and now they wish to make it -- to upfit
            4         it to what you're saying to keep up with current
            5         Kiawah standards, the way we like to live.
            6                  MR. LARSEN:  Well, it -- in terms of
            7         looking at the house, I mean, it -- it looks
            8         great.  I mean, to me it's -- it's above Kiawah
            9         standards right now from -- from where it is.  So
           10         I -- if we were talking about some of the places
           11         we'd seen in the West Beach area near Cougar and
           12         beyond --
           13                  DR. PARKER:  I guess by standards what I
           14         meant is the livability of what everybody wants
           15         now in Kiawah, to connect with the outdoors.
           16                  MR. HACKER:  There's no more discussion?
           17         So if we will call the question.  All those in
           18         favor of not granting the Variance, say, aye.
           19                 (Three Members respond In Favor.)
           20                  MR. HACKER:  All those opposed say aye.
           21                 (Three Members respond Opposed.)
           22                  MR. LARSEN:  So it's three to three.
           23                  MR. HACKER:  We have a vote three to
           24         three.  When there's a vote that is a tie, that
           25         means there's been really, I think, no decision.
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            1         There's no approval.
            2                  MR. FARABEE:  No approval is the
            3         decision.
            4                  MR. CLAWSON:  Jenny, that's right?
            5                  MS. WERKING:  Yes, I mean --
            6                  MR. LARSEN:  Or was it the way the
            7         motion was stated?  What if I had stated the
            8         motion the other way?
            9                  MR. FARABEE:  Doesn't matter.  You have
           10         to have a majority to pass it to give the
           11         Variance.
           12                  MS. WERKING:  Right.
           13                  MR. HACKER:  So that means that we
           14         have --
           15                  MS. WERKING:  It's three to three.  It
           16         failed.  I mean, the Variance did not pass.
           17                  MR. HACKER:  The vote on not approving
           18         the Variance has failed.
           19                  MS. WERKING:  Uh-huh.
           20                  MR. HACKER:  So, in other words, now --
           21                  MS. WERKING:  Well, there was a tie.  It
           22         was a tie vote.
           23                  MR. HACKER:  It doesn't mean we
           24         approved.  We did not -- it did not pass.
           25                  MR. FARABEE:  To pass the Variance was
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            1         not approved.
            2                  MR. HACKER:  But the motion was to not
            3         grant the Variance, and that was not approved.
            4         It's a negative --
            5                  DR. PARKER:  It's the same thing.  Can
            6         you make a motion in the positive?
            7                  MS. WERKING:  It was a tie.
            8                  MS. RHOAD:  You can have somebody state
            9         the motion in a different way, if you're so
           10         inclined, and vote on it again.
           11                  MR. LARSEN:  And if it is three to
           12         three; and we vote again, and it's stated
           13         differently, what happens?
           14                  MS. RHOAD:  Well, I think for it to be
           15         approved, it has to be by a majority.  So if it's
           16         a tie, then -- then the motion has failed.
           17                  MR. LARSEN:  Either way, it would fail.
           18                  MR. CLAWSON:  That's what I remembered.
           19                  MR. HACKER:  Well, we can try it.
           20                  MS. RHOAD:  You could have somebody go
           21         ahead and do it for sake of the record, go ahead
           22         and make a motion in the affirmative to -- to
           23         allow the -- the Variance.
           24                  DR. PARKER:  Sally, this is Scott
           25         Parker.  What does that accomplish though?
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            1                  MS. RHOAD:  Well, just so the record is
            2         clear, you know.  When you have two not's,
            3         sometimes it makes it, you know, a little bit
            4         unclear.  You don't have to.  I think we all know
            5         what happened here was that there was a -- a
            6         motion to deny the Variance, and then we got a
            7         tie vote.  So the motion to deny the Variance did
            8         not pass.
            9                  MR. LARSEN:  Well, let's do it the other
           10         way to make it clear.
           11                  MR. HACKER:  Yeah.  Okay.
           12                  DR. PARKER:  I move to approve the
           13         Variance.
           14                  MR. LARSEN:  Second.
           15                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.  We have a second.
           16         Is there any discussion?
           17                           (No response.)
           18                  MR. HACKER:  If not, all those in favor
           19         of approving the Variance, say aye.
           20                 (Three Members respond In Favor.)
           21                  MR. HACKER:  All those opposed to
           22         approving the Variance, say aye.
           23                 (Three Members respond Opposed.)
           24                  MR. HACKER:  Again, it's a tie vote,
           25         three to three.  The Variance has not been
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            1         approved, and that means that I still think the
            2         applicants would have the right to go to the
            3         County to appeal.
            4                  MS. WERKING:  Circuit Court.
            5                  MR. ENNIS:  And is there someone missing
            6         from the Board today?
            7                  MR. HACKER:  Yes.  There's a seventh
            8         person on the Board.
            9                  MR. LARSEN:  And --
           10                  MR. FARABEE:  I --
           11                  MR. LARSEN:  What?
           12                  MR. FARABEE:  Nothing.  Nothing.
           13                  MR. LARSEN:  Our chairman isn't here.
           14         Our new chairman isn't here.  He's slacking.
           15                  MR. HACKER:  But the fact that this is a
           16         tie vote, that means there's still a decision
           17         that was made.  There's no -- no -- there's a --
           18         no decision is still a decision.
           19                  MR. FARABEE:  No.  The decision -- to be
           20         clear, it's always been a tie vote, the Variance
           21         is not approved.
           22                  MR. LARSEN:  Yeah.
           23                  MR. FARABEE:  That's it.
           24                  MR. HACKER:  Okay.  And they have then
           25         30 days to appeal to the Circuit Court.
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            1                  MR. LARSEN:  But it wouldn't be appealed
            2         to us.  It would be --
            3                  MS. RHOAD:  No.  It would be appealed to
            4         the Circuit Court.
            5                  MR. HACKER:  Yeah.  That's what I -- I
            6         read that here in the beginning.  It says that.
            7         It's in the appeals process.
            8                  All right.  That's it.  If there's any
            9         other business at hand?  No.  Call for a motion
           10         to adjourn?
           11                  MR. BRADEN:  So moved.
           12                  MR. LARSEN:  So moved.
           13                  MR. HACKER:  All in favor.
           14                     (All Members respond aye.)
           15                  (Proceedings concluded at 5:01 p.m.)
           16                                - - -
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